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Abstract

In recent years, interconnection network fabrics, historically used in high-end multipro-

cessor systems, have been deployed in a wide spectrum of communication systems -- I/O

interconnects, high-speed network switches, terabit Internet routers and on-chip intercon-

nects. This thesis proposes flow control and micro-architectural mechanisms for extending

interconnection network performance, and improving the performance of the overall sys-

tem.

The thesis introduces flit-reservation flow control where control flits traverse the network

in advance of data flits, reserving buffers and channel bandwidth on their behalf. Reserv-

ing resources ahead of time yields two performance improvements. First, it enables rout-

ing and arbitration to be carried out beforehand, reducing network latency. Second, this

advance scheduling makes very efficient use of buffers, pushing throughput beyond that

of existing flow control methods. Our simulations show flit-reservation flow control

reducing latency by up to 33%, and matching or surpassing the throughput performance of

virtual-channel flow control with just half the number of buffers.

Next, this thesis proposes a delay model developed for pipelined routers. Motivated by the

model, the effect of speculation on the critical path of routers is investigated. While previ-

ous models claim that the complexity of virtual-channel flow control leads to high router

latency which overwhelms its throughput advantages over wormhole flow control, the

proposed model concludes otherwise. Simulations based on the pipelines prescribed by

the proposed model demonstrate that a speculative virtual-channel router can have the

same router latency as a wormhole router, while extending its throughput by up to 50%.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A journey of a thousand miles must begin with a single step.
- Lao-tzu

With the advent of multiprocessors, there arises the need for communication among

the processes running in parallel on the multiple processors. The network that facilitates

this is termed an “interconnection network”. While interconnection networks historically

connect multiprocessors, they have in recent years proliferated to many other types of dig-

ital systems. Interconnection networks have been widely used as a system-area network

connecting workstations [Sei94]. They have also surfaced as an alternative as a storage

network connecting disk arrays and storage systems [Inf01]; as a fabric connecting the

line cards of an Internet router [DCD98]; and as an on-chip interconnect linking modules

of a single chip [BLAA99]. In all these myriad applications, the performance of intercon-

nection networks is critical, as they significantly impact the performance of the overall

system.

This thesis proposes flow control and micro-architectural mechanisms for extending

the performance of interconnection networks. We develop flit-reservation flow control,

where network channels and buffers are reserved in advance, dynamically, by control flits

on behalf of their data flits. This advance reservation reduces network latency, by allow-

ing routing and arbitration to be performed ahead of time; and improves network through-

put, as it holds buffers only during actual usage, unlike existing flow control methods that

leave buffers idle unnecessarily.

To demonstrate the feasibility of flit-reservation flow control, we develop a model of

router delay that realistically accounts for pipelining. The model derives technology-inde-
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pendent parameterized delay equations through detailed gate-level design and analysis.

Applying this model to wormhole, virtual-channel and flit-reservation routers allowed us

to simulate networks with realistic router pipelines. Our simulations affirm the latency and

throughput advantages of flit-reservation flow control.

Motivated by the model, we investigated the effect of speculation on router delay.

Speculation is the arbitration for router resources ahead of time, before the need for the

resource is clearly established. Our simulations show that with speculation, a virtual-chan-

nel router can have the same critical-path latency as a wormhole router. Similarly, specu-

lation can be applied to shorten the pipelines of flit-reservation routers, reducing their

delay to that of a wormhole router.

Section 1.1 explains what constitutes interconnection network performance and how

extending network performance critically impacts overall system performance. Section

1.2 follows with an introduction to the basics of interconnection networks. As the focus of

this thesis is on flow control, Section 1.3 gives a background on major flow control tech-

niques developed through the years, highlighting the reasons which motivated their intro-

duction, and pointing out potential shortcomings. Section 1.4 outlines the contributions of

this thesis and Section 1.5 rounds up with a roadmap of the entire thesis.

1.1  Motivation
The performance of an interconnection network is characterized by two parameters --

latency and throughput. Network latency refers to the delay experienced by messages as

they traverse from source to destination, from the instant when the first bit is injected to

the network at the source till when the last bit of the message is received at the destination.

Network throughput, on the other hand, refers to the maximum number of bits per second

that the network can handle -- the maximum bandwidth it is able to sustain. It is critical for
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interconnection network fabrics to have low latency and high throughput, as the perfor-

mance of a network significantly affects the performance of the overall system. 

In a multiprocessor system, the interconnection network fabric connects processors

and memories. The faster the interconnection network, the faster processors can access

remote memories and send messages to other processors. Thus, network latency affects

how quickly data can be fed to processors. Network throughput, on the other hand, con-

strains remote memory bandwidth and affects how much data per unit time can be read

from and written to the remote memories. Hence, a high-performance network reduces the

cost of communication, encouraging fine-grain parallelization, and improves application

speedup.

Similarly, in a network of workstations, or a processor-to-processor interconnect, net-

work latency and throughput affect how effectively processors can communicate among

each other, and facilitate parallel processing. A fast interconnection network which can

handle a high volume of messages encourages cooperation among the workstations,

enabling higher performance.

When used as the fabric connecting line cards within an Internet router, interconnec-

tion network performance also significantly determines the performance of the router.

While a router fabric is not as sensitive to network latency as a multiprocessor intercon-

nect, able to tolerate network delay in the order of microseconds, network throughput crit-

ically impacts the capacity of a router. The sustainable bandwidth of the interconnection

network fabric determines the number of ports a router can support, and the data rate each

can handle. Thus, the throughput of a fabric determines the capacity of a Internet router.

Hence, it is important to extend the performance of interconnection networks, as net-

work performance greatly impacts overall system performance. It should be noted, how-

ever, that besides interconnection network performance, applications of interconnection

networks may be concerned with other issues, such as the area and power consumption of
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interconnection networks, its reliability, scalability, quality-of-service and cost. While this

thesis focuses on the performance of interconnection networks, the importance of other

issues should be kept in mind.

1.2  Interconnection Network Basics
An interconnection network consists of nodes (or routers) and links (or channels). Most

interconnection networks are buffered, i.e., the routers contain storage for buffering mes-

sages when they are unable to obtain an outgoing channel. This thesis focuses on these

buffered networks.1 In these interconnection networks, the resources in question are net-

work buffers and channels. The goal -- to share these resources as effectively as possible

among the many messages traversing the network, so as to achieve best performance.

An interconnection network can be defined by four parameters -- its topology, the

routing algorithm governing it, the flow control protocol, and the router micro-architec-

ture. First, the topology of a network concerns how the nodes and links are connected. A

topology dictates the number of alternate paths between nodes, and thus how well the net-

work can handle contention and different traffic patterns. Figure 1.1 shows various topol-

ogies which have been adopted commercially. A ring topology offers fewer alternate paths

between nodes than a torus, and thus saturates at a lower network throughput for most traf-

fic patterns. For instance, a message between nodes A and B in the ring topology shown in

Figure 1.1: (a) A ring topology (b) A mesh topology (c) A torus topology.

1.Examples of bufferless networks are circuit-switched networks and deflection-routed networks 
[GreHaj92].
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Figure 1.1(a) can only traverse one of two paths in a ring, but in a 3x3 mesh topology as

shown in Figure 1.1(b), there are 6 possible paths. Thus, put simply, in this example, a

ring can only accept two messages at one time from A to B, but can accept up to 6 mes-

sages in a mesh topology. Figure 1.1(c) shows a torus topology, which is like a mesh with

wrap-around connections. A formal evaluation of different topologies is presented in

[Dal90].

While the topology determines the maximum number of paths between nodes in a net-

work, it is the routing algorithm which determines the actual path traversed by a message.

A routing algorithm determines which intermediate nodes and channels a message will

traverse on its way from its source to destination. The goal of routing is to distribute traffic

evenly among the paths presented by the network topology, so as to avoid hotspots and

minimize contention. A routing algorithm can be deterministic, i.e. all messages from

node A to B will always traverse one fixed path; adaptive, i.e. the path a message takes

from A to B depends on network traffic situation; or oblivious, i.e. messages traverse dif-

ferent paths from A to B, but the path is selected without regards to the network situation.

A wide array of routing algorithms have been proposed in literature. [DYN97] contains a

good survey of the various algorithms.

The routing algorithm determines the path a message takes from source to destination.

How this message actually traverses the assigned route is determined by the flow control

protocol. Flow control dictates when a message gets to leave a router through the desired

outgoing channel, and when it gets buffered and has to wait. Essentially, flow control gov-

erns the allocation of network buffers and channels. It determines when buffers and chan-

nels are assigned to which messages, what granularity at which they are allocated, and

how these resources are shared among the many messages using the network. A good flow

control protocol minimizes the zero-load latency experienced by messages and maximizes

network throughput through effective sharing of resources.
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Finally, the performance of an interconnection network depends critically on the

micro-architectural implementation of its routers. How a router is built determines its crit-

ical path delay1 which affects overall network latency and throughput. A well-designed

router micro-architecture will not only allow messages to cut through routers faster, and

reduce overall network latency; but also shorten the buffer turnaround time and improve

network throughput.

1.3  Background on Flow Control
Flow control (also called switching) determines when a message gets buffered, and when

it gets to move on. Its goal is to effectively share the network resources among the many

messages traversing the network, so as to approach the best latency-throughput perfor-

mance realizable with a particular topology and routing algorithm.

Circuit vs. packet switching. Circuit switching originated from the telephony commu-

nity, where connections are established between two phone end-points and last throughout

the duration of a call. In circuit switching, a probe is sent to the destination, reserving

channels along its way. Once the probe arrived at the destination node, and an entire path

(or circuit) has been reserved, an acknowledgment is returned to the source. The source

now has dedicated access to these channels, and can use these channels exclusively for its

data for the destination. When the source node is done with the circuit and wishes to relin-

quish its hold, it then sends another probe to tear down the circuit.

Figure 1.2 shows how messages experience just the minimal wire propagation delay,

tw -- the time it takes to propagate bits across the wires connecting adjacent router nodes,

once a circuit has been set up, cruising through the pre-reserved wires to their destination.

1.As this thesis focuses on interconnection network performance, we emphasize the impact of 
router micro-architecture on router delay. It should be noted though that micro-architecture design 
obviously impacts router area and power consumption, which are also critical in interconnection 
network design.
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Routing and arbitration decision latency, tr, is only incurred during the circuit set-up

phase. The sending of the bits through the wires is pipelined, and this delay which varies

with the message length is termed serialization delay, ts.

While circuit switching reduces network latency, it does so at the expense of network

throughput. If there is insufficient traffic between a source-destination pair, a circuit will

not be utilized to its capacity, and throughput suffers. Packet switching mitigates this by

interleaving packets along channels. A message is decomposed into packets which share

channels with other packets. Packet switching improves channel utilization and extends

network throughput. Packet-based flow control methods dominate interconnection net-

works today because in interconnection networks, buffers and channels are limited

resources that need to be efficiently allocated.

Store-and-forward flow control. Store-and-forward flow control (sometimes called

store-and-forward switching) is an example of a packet-based flow control method. In

store-and-forward flow control, each node waits until an entire packet has been received

before forwarding any of the packet to the next node. With this approach, a flit, which is

short for flow control unit, is an entire packet. Both channel bandwidth and buffer space

are allocated in packet-sized units. 

Figure 1.2: In circuit switching, a probe first sets up the circuit. An acknowledgment is sent
indicating if the circuit has been successfully reserved. Once reserved, data can stream
through the channels at the minimal wire delay.
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Figure 1.3 shows the latency experienced by a packet through a network governed by

store-and-forward flow control, where there is no contention from other packets. By wait-

ing for the entire packet to arrive at a router before forwarding it to the next hop, store-

and-forward flow control results in long delays at each hop.

Store-and-forward flow control has long been used by computer networks [Tan96],

and was adopted by early parallel computers such as the Caltech Comic Cube [Sei85].

Virtual cut-through flow control. To reduce the delay packets experience at each hop,

virtual cut-through flow control [KerKle79] allows transmission of a packet to begin

before the entire packet is received. Latency experienced by a packet is thus drastically

Figure 1.3: Latency experienced by a packet moving through 3 routers in a store-and-for-
ward network. By waiting for the entire packet to be received before moving on, store-and-
forward flow control incurs ts at each hop.

Figure 1.4: Latency experienced by a packet moving through 3 routers in a cut-through
network. Here, a flit can move on once there is a buffer available to hold it. It need not wait
for enough buffering for the entire packet. Hence, ts is only incurred once at the destination
node.
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reduced, as shown in Figure 1.4. However, bandwidth and storage are still allocated in

packet-sized units. Packets still only move forward if there is enough storage to hold the

entire packet. Examples of routers adopting virtual cut-through are the Fujitsu Synfinity

routers for high-speed multiprocessor systems [Web+97], and the IBM SP/2 routers

[Stu+95].

In both store-and-forward and virtual-cut-through flow control, deadlock can only

occur as a result of cyclic dependencies across adjacent channels, since when a packet

blocks, it blocks with all its flits in a single router. As we will see, this contrasts with

wormhole flow control, where a packet may block holding multiple channels along its

path.

Wormhole flow control. Like virtual cut-through flow control, wormhole flow control

cuts through flits, allowing flits to move on to the next router as soon as there is sufficient

buffering for this flit. However, unlike store-and-forward and virtual cut-through flow

control, wormhole flow control [DalSei86] allocates storage and bandwidth to flits that are

smaller than a packet. This allows relatively small flit-buffers to be used in each router,

even for large packet sizes, enabling fast single-chip routers to be built in 1986 technol-

ogy. For a fixed amount of storage, it also results in lower latency and greater throughput

because some flits of a packet are accepted before an entire packet buffer is available.

While wormhole flow control uses buffers effectively, it makes inefficient use of

channel bandwidth. Though it allocates storage and bandwidth in flit-sized units, a chan-

nel is held for the duration of a packet. When a packet is blocked, all of the physical chan-

nels held by that packet are left idle. Other packets queued behind the blocked packet are

unable to use the idle physical channels. Throughput thus suffers.
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By holding multiple channels along its path when a packet blocks, wormhole flow

control also introduces a higher likelihood of deadlock. An in-depth analysis of the addi-

tional dependencies introduced by wormhole flow control is presented in [DalSei87].

Wormhole flow control was first proposed and implemented in the Torus Routing

Chip [DalSei86]. The Myrinet high-speed switch for system-area-networks [Sei94] is a

commercial example of a straight wormhole router.

Virtual-channel flow control. Virtual-channel flow control [Dal92] improves upon the

channel utilization of wormhole flow control, allowing blocked packets to be passed by

other packets. This is accomplished by associating several virtual channels, each with a

separate flit queue, with each physical channel. Virtual channels arbitrate for physical

channel bandwidth on a flit-by-flit basis. When a packet holding a virtual channel gets

blocked, other packets can still traverse the physical channel through other virtual chan-

nels. Network throughput is thus extended.

Virtual-channel flow control was first proposed for deadlock avoidance. Figure 1.5(a)

shows how deadlock can occur in a ring (1-dimensional torus), and Figure 1.5(b) shows

the use of 2 virtual channels to break the deadlock. Virtual-channel flow control is widely

adopted in many commercial routers today, both for deadlock avoidance and for perfor-

mance. Examples of virtual-channel routers in multiprocessor networks are the SGI Spider

[Gal96] and the Intel Cavallino routers [CarVer96]. Recently, the Infiniband standard

[Inf01], which is based on virtual-channel flow control, has been adopted, as a system-

area-network standard, replacing the PCI bus-based standard [PCI01]. Virtual-channel

flow control is also deployed in the fabric within Internet routers [DCD98], interconnect-

ing very high-bandwidth traffic.
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Statically-scheduled flow control. Here, a compiler schedules the allocation of channels

and buffers in advance of program execution. Through detailed program analysis, the

compiler determines the placement of processes, and derives the communications needed

between these proceses, before scheduling the channel bandwidth and buffers required

along the communication paths. Since allocation is done way in advance, it eliminates

routing and arbitration latency, and also cuts buffer turnaround time to zero. Figure 1.6

illustrates how statically-scheduled networks can reduce network latency to the minimal

wire and serialization delays.

Figure 1.5: (a) With a single channel between routers, deadlock can occur in a 1-dimen-
sional torus (ring) when each node holds a channel and needs another that has been held
by another node. (b) With virtual channels, a node holds on to just a virtual channel, and
other nodes can still use the physical channel via other virtual channels. In a ring, 2 virtual
channels are sufficient for avoiding deadlocks. Here, one virtual channel is drawn with
solid lines, and the other is drawn using dashed lines.

Figure 1.6: Latency experienced by a packet moving through 3 routers in a statically-
scheduled network. By reserving channels and buffers in advance, packets need not go
through routing and arbitration at each hop, saving on tr.
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However, statically-scheduled flow control sacrifices flexibility for this performance.

Such an approach cannot support applications with data-dependent communication. This

prompted the MIT Raw Machine [AnjPin95] which uses statically-scheduled flow control,

to also include a separate dynamically-routed network as a fall-back mechanism for com-

munications which the compiler cannot schedule. A statically-scheduled network also pre-

cludes the use of run-time data migration to improve performance and load balance on an

architecture.

Hybrid flow control methods. Wave switching [DLSY96] is a hybrid of circuit switch-

ing and wormhole flow control, where probes traverse a separate control network, setting

up circuits on the data network for subsequent messages. Since the physical data channels

are only used by a single message, there is no need for any buffering or flow control for

the data flits. As a result, latency and throughput performance of the data network is

enhanced. However, as wave switching is governed by circuit switching, these advantages

are only realizable if the circuit setup time can be amortized over many message deliver-

ies. Otherwise, throughput suffers.

Hybrid Switching [ShiDan95] combines wormhole and virtual cut-through flow con-

trol, using a counter h to determine when to stall a packet in-place (as in wormhole) and

when to completely buffer a packet (as in virtual cut-through). h is set at packet injection

and decremented at each hop. When it reaches zero, the entire packet is buffered when it

blocks. Otherwise, the packet simply stalls when blocked. By combining wormhole and

virtual cut-through flow control, hybrid switching needs fewer buffers as compared to vir-

tual cut-through flow control, and is able to better the throughput of wormhole flow con-

trol.
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Credit-based vs. Optimistic flow control. Most current flow control techniques, say

wormhole and virtual-channel flow control, use credits to keep track of the number of

buffers available on the next hop. A credit is sent to the previous hop when a flit leaves

and vacates a buffer. The router at the previous hop then increments the buffer count on

receiving the credit.

Unfortunately, credit-based flow control leaves buffers idle between flits, reducing

throughput and increasing buffer requirements. Figure 1.7 shows a timeline of the buffer

allocation process used by wormhole and virtual-channel flow control. A buffer is held

from the time the data flits departs the current node, to the time the credit returns to inform

the curent node that the buffer has been released. Only then is the buffer allocated to the

next flit. Hence, the turnaround time of a buffer, the idle time between usage, is at least the

sum of the propagation delay of a data flit to the next node and the credit delay back. So,

buffer turnaround time depends on the router pipeline and the wire propagation delay. The

longer these delays, the longer it takes to reuse a buffer, the lower the buffer utilization,

and the poorer the throughput.

With optimistic flow control, flits are forwarded to the next hop optimistically, assum-

ing there will be a buffer available to house it. If the flit arrives and finds that there are no

Figure 1.7: Buffer turnaround time in credit-based flow control methods such as wormhole
and virtual-channel flow control. A buffer is held for a much longer time than it is actually
being used. Buffer utilization thus suffers, impacting throughput.
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free buffers left, the flit is dropped, and a nack is sent back to the previous hop, prompting

the data flit to be re-transmitted. To facilitate retransmissions, a data flit needs to be kept

in the previous hop, till an ack is received indicating that the flit has been successfully

buffered. The buffer at the sending node cannot be reallocated to another data flit till an

ack arrives from the receiving node. Hence, optimistic flow control does not recycle buff-

ers more quickly. It simply backs up the buffer turnaround problem one hop earlier. Figure

1.8 illustrates this.

1.4  Contributions
The primary contributions of this research are :-

• Proposing a flow control protocol, flit-reservation flow control, where control flits

dynamically reserve network resources in advance for their data flits. This advance reser-

vation allows flit-reservation flow control to reduce network latency by hiding routing and

arbitration delay, and increase network throughput by immediately reusing buffers.

• Identifying the importance of buffer turnaround time and its impact on network

latency and throughput.

Figure 1.8: Buffer turnaround time in optimistic flow control methods. Again, a buffer is
held unnecessarily, as it can only be released upon knowing that the data flit has been suc-
cessfully buffered at the next router node.
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• Demonstrating the feasibility of flit-reservation flow control, detailing the micro-

architecture and gate-level design of a router governed by flit-reservation flow control,

and simulating the performance of a flit-reservation router.

• Proposing a delay model which estimates router delay taking into account implemen-

tation complexities. With this model, researchers and architects can realistically estimate

router delay without embarking upon detailed gate-level design.

•  Demonstrating that speculative micro-architectures, where router resources are opti-

mistically arbitrated for before it is certain that they will be needed, can shorten the critical

path of routers.

• Demonstrating with the proposed delay model that with speculation, virtual-channel

routers can achieve the same delay as wormhole routers, while improving throughput sig-

nificantly, contrary to findings of previous models.

• Demonstrating with the proposed delay model that speculation can shorten the criti-

cal path of a flit-reservation router, reducing its delay to that of a wormhole router.

1.5  Thesis Roadmap
This thesis discusses flow control and micro-architectural mechanisms that are pro-

posed for extending the latency-throughput performance of interconnection networks.

Chapter 2 describes the workings of flit-reservation flow control, detailing the protocol

and comparing it with prior flow control techniques. The chapter also touches on the ratio-

nale behind certain design decisions.

Chapter 3 goes into an in-depth deadlock analysis of flit-reservation flow control,

highlighting the additional dependencies unique to flit-reservation, and proposing ways to

reduce these dependencies to just the channel dependencies generated by current flow
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control techniques. Existing deadlock avoidance techniques can then be readily applied to

obtain a deadlock-free flit-reservation network.

Next, in Chapter 4, we discuss a delay model we proposed for pipelined routers, which

estimates router latency through detailed gate-level design and analysis. The model is

applied to wormhole and virtual-channel routers and its findings contrasted with that of

previous models. With this model, Chapter 5 demonstrates how speculation can be used to

reduce the latency of a virtual-channel router and lower its delay to that of a wormhole

router.

Through the application of the delay model to flit-reservation flow control, Chapter 6

derives a detailed micro-architecture for flit-reservation routers, and parameterized equa-

tions estimating their circuitry delay. The model showed that speculation can similarly be

applied to flit-reservation routers, reducing its delay down to that of a wormhole router,

demonstrating the feasibility of flit-reservation flow control.

Chapter 7 rounds up with an evaluation of the various routers discussed in this thesis -

wormhole, virtual-channel, speculative virtual-channel and flit-reservation, based on the

pipelines prescribed by the proposed model. Simulations show flit-reservation flow con-

trol matching or surpassing the network throughput returned by virtual-channel flow con-

trol with half the number of buffers, coupled with a reduction in network latency of up to

33%. Experiments also show virtual-channel flow control improving throughput by 40%

over wormhole flow control, while maintaining the same zero-load latency.

Finally, Chapter 8 presents the conclusions of this work and outlines future research.
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Chapter 2

Flit-Reservation Flow Control

It has been my observation that most people get ahead during the time that 
others waste.

- Henry Ford (1863 - 1947)

2.1  Introduction
In flit-reservation flow control, control flits traverse the network ahead of data flits,

reserving buffers and channel bandwidth on their behalf. When data flits arrive, they are

simply forwarded or buffered according to this prior reservation. The data flits are tracked

with timestamps. At each router, armed with the arrival timestamps, control flits schedule

the exact departure times of data flits, and reserve buffers and channels only for the dura-

tion when they are needed. 

Reserving resources ahead of time yields two performance improvements. First, it

allows control flits to be launched in advance, in cases where the destination is known

before data is available. This enables routing and arbitration to be carried out while data is

being assembled, thus reducing network latency. Second, this advance scheduling makes

efficient use of buffers. Unlike existing flow control methods which idle buffers for a con-

siderable period after each flit departure, flit-reservation flow control holds buffers only

during actual usage, allowing buffers to be reused immediately following the departure of

a flit, thus improving buffer utilization, and extending network throughput.

Figure 2.1 shows how traditional flow control methods handle a response to a remote

memory request, and how advance reservations in flit-reservation flow control reduce the

response time. With traditional flow control methods, a packet is only injected when its

data is ready. Thus, the response packet cannot be injected until data has been read from
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memory.1 The packet then incurs the routing and arbitration latency at each hop, in addi-

tion to the wire delay. On the other hand, with flit-reservation flow control, as the destina-

tion is known at the time of request, control flits can be injected at that instant to reserve a

return path for the data flits. So, control flits traverse the nework and reserve resources for

data flits, while the data flits are being accessed from DRAM and assembled. When the

data is ready, it simply moves through the network, along channels that have been

Figure 2.1: (a) Current flow control methods allow packet injection only when the packet
data is ready. Thus, a read response needs to incur routing and arbitration delay at each
hop. (b) In flit-reservation flow control, control flits can be injected once the destination is
known, racing ahead to reserve channels and buffers for data flits in advance. When the
data is ready, they traverse these pre-reserved channels and can incur just wire delay.

1. A 100MHz SDRAM with a precharge latency of 2 cycles (20ns), row access latency of  3 cycles 
(30ns), column access latency of 3 cycles (30 ns), data transfer time of a cycle (10 ns) and bus 
transmission time of a cycle (10 ns) has a latency of 10 cycles [CJDM99].
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reserved for it. If there is no contention with other packets in the network, the data flits can

cruise through the network incurring just the minimal wire delay.

The advance scheduling of flit-reservation flow control not only reduces latency, it

also extends throughput. The on-the-fly scheduling of current flow control methods such

as wormhole or virtual-channel flow control leaves buffers idle after each flit departure, as

shown in Figure 2.2. A buffer is held from the time the data flit departs the current node, to

the time the credit returns to inform the current node that the buffer has been released.

Only then is the buffer allocated to the next flit. Hence, the turnaround time of a buffer, the

idle time between flits, is at least the sum of the propagation delay of a data flit to the next

node and the credit delay back. For flit-reservation flow control, the turnaround time can

be zero, as buffers are only held during actual buffer usage.

Section 2.2 describes the flit-reservation protocol, while Section 2.3 explains its

details with a walkthrough example. Section 2.4 compares the bandwidth overhead

incurred by flit-reservation flow control with existing flow control techniques, and Section

2.5 touches on the various issues which arose during the design of flit-reservation flow

control. Section 2.6 delves into a comparison of flit-reservation flow control with previous

work and Section 2.7 concludes the chapter with a summary.

Figure 2.2: Timeline illustrating the buffer turnaround time for wormhole and virtual-chan-
nel flow control. Buffers are held unnecessarily throughout the wire propagation and router
pipeline delays.
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2.2  Flit-Reservation Protocol
In flit-reservation flow control, each control flit leads up to d data flits. The control head

flit directs the rest of the control packet through the network, carrying the packet destina-

tion, and its virtual channel identifier (VCID) for the next hop. Subsequent control body

and tail flits carry a VCID which ties the different control flits of a packet together. Each

control flit also contains a timestamp for each data flit it leads, indicating the relative time

of arrival of its data flits. A timestamp of ta indicates that the data flit will arrive ta cycles

after the arrival of the control flit. The data flits themselves contain strictly payload infor-

mation. They are identified solely by their time of arrival. Figure 2.3 shows the composi-

tion of control and data flits in a network using flit-reservation flow control.

When a control head flit arrives at a router, it goes through control scheduling, data

output scheduling and data input scheduling. Control scheduling involves going through

routing to determine which output virtual channels {vo} the packet should traverse enroute

to its destination, and obtaining an output virtual channel, vo, for the entire packet. Subse-

quent control body and tail flits inherit this vo and move straight on to data output schedul-

ing.

Figure 2.3: The control head flit carries the packet destination and is responsible for lead-
ing the first data flit by its arrival time (td0). Subsequent control body and tail flits contain
the arrival times of up to d data flits. (In this figure, a control flit leads up to 2 data flits, thus
d=2). All control flits contain a virtual channel identifier (VCID) which ties control flits of the
same packet together.

         d0                  d1                 d2                  d3                   d4

 head  VCID   destination     td0 body   VCID     td1     td2   tail     VCID    td3      td4

Control head flit Control body flit Control tail flit

Data flits
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In data output scheduling, a control flit schedules and reserves buffers and channels

for the data flits it leads. A pseudo-code description of this process is shown in Figure 2.4.

Given the relative arrival time of each of its data flits, ta, it schedules the earliest possible

departure time, td, such that the data crossbar’s input and output ports are free, and there is

a data buffer available to house this data flit when it arrives at the next router at td+tp,

where tp is the data propagation delay. Once a departure time is scheduled, the data cross-

bar’s input and output ports are marked as unavailable at td, and the number of data buff-

ers decremented from td+tp onwards. A data credit containing <td, vo> is also returned to

Figure 2.4: Pseudo-code expressing the semantics of flit-reservation flow control’s data
output scheduling.
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the previous router. This prompts the data buffer count of vo maintained at the previous

router to be incremented from td onwards, reflecting the departure of the data flit and thus

the release of the buffer it occupied. The state variables kept for data output scheduling

(InputChannelFree, OutputChannelFree and BufferCount) are stored for up to hs cycles

from the current point of time, where hs is the scheduling horizon, with circular reuse as

time expires. Figure 2.5 expresses in pseudo-code the shifting of the state variables as time

expires. 

Once a control flit has scheduled all of its data flits, it carries the updated arrival times-

tamps (ta’ = td+tp), traverses the control crossbar and leaves for the next hop. At the same

time, a control credit is returned to the previous router, indicating the release of the control

buffer it occupied.

While data output scheduling reserves the departure times of data flits, the input

scheduler orchestrates the movement of a data flit through the router at the scheduled time.

Although an arriving data flit is guaranteed to have a free buffer awaiting its arrival, a spe-

cific buffer is not allocated until just before its arrival.1 Only then is a free buffer assigned

to the data flit. Data input scheduling next ensures the data flit is written to the buffer at

time ta,2 read at time td, and forwarded through the input and output ports of the data

Figure 2.5: Circular reuse of state variables as time expires.

1.This circumvents the buffer interchange problem discussed in Section 2.5.
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crossbar, arriving at the next hop at time td+tp. The contents of the data flit are never

examined. It is stored and forwarded according to the pre-arranged schedule in the input

reservation table.

In the absence of contention, a data flit can easily depart the router the cycle after it

arrives. This is because all of the decision logic: the routing and arbitration, has been per-

formed in advance by the control flit. This pre-arranged control is responsible for the low

data latency of flit-reservation flow control.

Unlike existing flow control methods which hold a buffer from the time the data flit

departs from the current node (td), flit-reservation flow control marks a buffer as occupied

only from the time the data flit arrives at the next node (td+tp). As control flits race ahead,

credits are returned in advance and buffers freed in time for other control flits to reserve

and use them immediately. This fast recycling of flit buffers accounts for the high through-

put and significant buffer savings of flit-reservation flow control.

2.3  Example of Operation
We will illustrate the working of flit-reservation flow control with a walk-through

example of a control head flit arriving at virtual channel 1 (vi=1) of the western input

channel, destined for the eastern neighboring node. It leads a data flit which will arrive 9

cycles after the arrival of the control flit (ta=9). The control flit first goes through routing

and virtual-channel allocation to obtain an output virtual channel, say, VC 0 of the eastern

output port (vo=0). Next, the control flit heads towards data output scheduling.

Assume the state of the router before the flit is scheduled is as shown in Figure 2.6(a).1

The control flit schedules a data flit arriving at ta=9 (ten cycles in the future), for output

virtual channel 0. We see that the western input port to the data crossbar is busy during

2.If the data flit is scheduled to leave the cycle immediately after it arrives, it will be bypassed 
directly to the crossbar input port, and need not be buffered.
1.For simplicity, the buffer state at td is shown to be the buffer state at td+tp throughout this exam-
ple.
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Figure 2.6: (a) The output scheduling state before a control flit schedules a data flit arriving
from the West channel at cycle 9 and leaving via the East channel. Since the input and out-
put channels are occupied at cycle 10, the next slot, cycle 11 is examined. The channel is
free at cycle 11, but there aren’t any free buffers left. Thus, cycle 11 is also invalid. The data
flit is finally scheduled to leave at cycle 12. (b) Here, the output scheduling state has been
updated to reflect the departure of the data flit at cycle 12. The channel is marked busy; and
the number of free buffers on the next node decremented from cycle 12 onwards. (c) In the
input scheduling state, buffer 5 is allocated for the data flit when it arrives at cycle 9 and
linked to the East output channel at cycle 12. Buffer 5 is also marked as occupied after it is
allocated. The shaded regions reflect the updates. (d) Timeline showing the scheduled
movements of the data flit.
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cycle 10, and so is the eastern output port of the data crossbar. During cycle 11, data cross-

bar passage is available but there are no buffers available for virtual channel 0 in cycle 11.

Even if the channel was not busy during cycle 10, the flit could not be scheduled that cycle

due to the shortage of buffers at cycle 11. Thus, the earliest available departure time is

td=12. Once this assignment is made, the status of buffers and channels are updated as

shown by the shaded areas in Figure 2.6(b). The western input channel and the eastern

output channel are marked busy during cycle 12 and the buffer count for output virtual

channel 0 is decremented from cycle 12 to the scheduling horizon.

Next, the control flit of our example will be updated with the new relative arrival time

of the data flit, which is 12 cycles after the arrival of the control flit, before it leaves for the

next hop. A data credit <vi=1, td=12 cycles> is also sent, prompting the previous node to

increment the number of available buffers for virtual channel 1 from cycle 12 onwards to

the scheduling horizon.

Thereafter, the successful data reservation <ta=9, td=12, po=East> is forwarded to the

data input scheduler of the western input port. The input scheduler updates the input

scheduling state to reflect the flit’s departure, filling the “Departure Time” of the flit and

linking the flit to the Eastern output channel at time 12. These assignments are shown

lightly shaded in Figure 2.6(c). Just before the arrival of the data flit in cycle 9, indicated

by the “Flit Arriving?” field, a free buffer, buffer 5, is allocated and the “Buffer In” and

“Buffer Out” entries are duly updated, shown in a darker shade in Figure 2.6(c). Buffer 5

is also marked as occupied in the buffer occupancy bits.

When the data flit scheduled above arrives on the data input in cycle 9, the input reser-

vation table directs it to be written to buffer 5. Then, during the cycle before its scheduled

departure time (cycle 11), the east output row of the table directs the flit to be read from

buffer 5 and driven onto the east output. The data flit thus leaves for the next node at cycle

12, and arrives there during cycle 13, as tracked in Figure 2.6(d).
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2.4  Bandwidth Overhead
The bandwidth demands of flit-reservation flow control as compared to that of worm-

hole and virtual-channel flow control are presented in Table 2.1. For flit-reservation flow

control, overhead bits are carried by the control flits, as data flits contain only payload. All

three flow control methods incur the overhead of a n-bit destination field carried by the

head flit. All three methods also require a 2-bit type field for each flit, indicating if they

are head, body or tail flits, though for flit-reservation flow control, only control flits need

to be typed. While virtual-channel flow control requires each flit to be tagged with a

VCID, only the control flits of flit-reservation flow control need to carry a VCID. Thus,

the overhead per data flit of flit-reservation flow control needs to be factored with the ratio

of control to data flits . The timestamps identifying the relative arrival time of data

flits are central to flit-reservation flow control, and used by control flits to track every data

Table 2.1: Bandwidth overhead incurred by wormhole, virtual-channel and flit-
reservation flow control for each data flit. The packet length is L flits, and the destination 
field occupies n bits. Each flit is tagged with a type field, indicating if it is a head, body, or tail 
flit (2 bits). v refers to the number of virtual channels used in both virtual-channel and flit-
reservation flow control, while d is the maximum number of data flits led by a control flit, and 
hs the scheduling horizon adopted in flit-reservation flow control.

Wormhole Virtual-Channel Flit-Reservation

Destination

Type field 2 2

VCID -

Arrival times - -

Overhead per 
data flit (bits)

n=6, L=5, d=2, 
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flit. The timestamp overhead depends on the scheduling horizon hs and is incurred per

data flit.

For the configuration of a 64-node network (N=64, n=6), 5-flit packets, 2 virtual

channels per physical channel and a flit-reservation control flit leading 2 data flits, and

scheduling up to 32 cycles in advance, the overhead of flit-reservation flow control is 8

bits per data flit, just 3.8 bits more than virtual-channel flow control, or an additional 1.5%

bandwidth overhead for 256-bit flits. For four virtual channels, flit-reservation flow con-

trol needs 3.4 additional bits over virtual-channel flow control, or a 1.3% additional over-

head. Thus, bandwidth overhead for flit-reservation flow control is low.

2.5  Design Issues
All-or-nothing versus per-flit scheduling. When control flits schedule their data flits at

the data output scheduler, each successful reservation is recorded by the data input sched-

uler flit-by-flit. Hence, each successfully scheduled data flit can move on to the next hop

right away, regardless of whether all the data flits led by this control flit have been suc-

cessfully scheduled. An alternative to this is all-or-nothing scheduling, whereby data flits

are only forwarded to the next hop if the control flit succeeds in scheduling all its data

flits.

The advantage of all-or-nothing scheduling is that it does away with the need to handle

data flits that arrive before control flits. In per-flit scheduling, timestamps have to be sent

to the next hop to indicate the arrival time of data flits. These timestamps are carried by

pseudo control flits which do not go through control or data scheduling at the next hop.

These pseudo control flits simply sit in the control buffer till they are overwritten by the

next genuine control flit which holds the timestamps of all other data flits except these

previously scheduled ones. Per-flit scheduling allows scheduled data flits to move ahead

to the next hop, freeing the buffers they occupy on the current node. Other data flits bound
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for this node can then reuse these buffers. On the other hand, all-or-nothing scheduling

results in data flits being frequently stalled in the buffer pool due to insufficient free buff-

ers on the next node to accommodate all data flits led by a control flit. As a result, per-flit

scheduling attains higher throughput than all-or-nothing scheduling.

Excess capacity on control network. Flit-reservation flow control relies on the excess

capacity on the control network relative to the load on the data network. When the data

network is experiencing high contention, control flits must continue to be able to race

ahead through the lightly-loaded control network and schedule reservations in advance,

reusing buffers and thus extending throughput. Excess capacity on the network can be

realized by loading the control network with fewer control flits than data flits. For

instance, if we have 1 control flit leading 4 data flits, for a 5-flit packet, there are 2 control

flits for the 5 data flits, resulting in the load on the control network being 40% that of the

data network. Another way to realize excess capacity is to increase the saturation through-

put of the control network, either by increasing the number of control virtual channels, the

number of control buffers, or the number of control flits injected and scheduled per cycle.

Without this excess capacity, when data flits are stalled, control flits will also be stalling.

Advance reservations will then be unrealizable and buffers will not be quickly recycled to

improve throughput.

Single wide control flit versus multiple narrow-width control flits. Multiple narrow-

width control flits each leading a single data flit, or a wide control flit which leads multiple

data flits can be injected each cycle. Having wide control flits reduces bandwidth over-

head since each control flit needs to be tagged with a virtual-channel identifier and type

field. Conversely, having a control flit leading a single data flit eliminates the need for

pseudo control flits (See “All-or-nothing versus per-flit scheduling” on page 27.). We
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adopt a wide control flit leading multiple data flits (d > 1), since bandwidth overhead is

critical in the design, and pseudo control flits do not take up useful bandwidth in our router

micro-architectural design.

Buffer allocation at scheduling time versus just before data flit arrival. Our imple-

mentation of flit-reservation flow control reserves a buffer when a reservation is made, but

does not assign a particular buffer until the cycle before the data flit arrives. If the buffer

was assigned at reservation time, we could encounter situations where a single buffer is

not available for the entire residency of a flit and thus, the flit would need to be transferred

from one buffer to another during its stay at a node. Waiting until flit arrival to assign

buffers eliminates this need for buffer transfers.

Figure 2.7(a) illustrates a case where a buffer transfer is needed. Data flits A, B and C

have buffers reserved and allocated. Buffer 1 has been allocated to flit A, which will leave

Figure 2.7: (a) An example where buffer transfers are required due to buffers being allo-
cated at reservation time. Flits A, B and C were allocated buffers before the reservation for
flit D arrives. As a result, flit D needs to be transferred from buffer 2 to buffer 1 in cycle 13.
(b) Here, buffer allocations are performed just before flit arrivals. Buffer 2 is allocated to flit
D since it is the only one empty when the flit arrives at cycle 12, and flit C will be allocated
buffer 1 when it arrives at cycle 13. No buffer transfers are needed.
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in cycle 12. Data flit B holds buffer 2 and will depart in cycle 11. Thereafter, buffer 2 is

allocated to data flit C which will arrive in cycle 12. At this point, the data output sched-

uler notes that there is a free buffer from cycle 12 onwards, and reserves it for data flit D

which leaves in cycle 14. Unfortunately, as buffers were allocated at reservation time

without knowledge of future reservations, flit D will need to reside in buffer 2 for cycle 12

and then be transferred to buffer 1. If buffer allocations are deferred till flit arrival, this sit-

uation will not arise, as shown in Figure 2.7(b).

Error Recovery. As with any flow control method involving control flits and state vari-

ables, the corruption of control information can make it impossible to deliver data flits.

For example, if the time fields of a control flit are corrupted, it becomes impossible to

identify the data flits. Similarly if the contents of the input or output scheduling state

become corrupted, one or more data flits buffered on the node may be lost or misdirected.

The important goal of error recovery is to return the state of the router to a consistent

state, with no lost buffers or stalled links. The timestamps carried by the control flits, and

the input and output scheduling state are unique to flit-reservation flow control and their

error recovery will be discussed. Other possible corruption, such as the corruption of the

virtual-channel identifier of a control flit, or the control credits, will not be discussed as

these can be handled with the same techniques employed in virtual-channel flow control.

We will assume flits are protected with error detecting codes, and scheduling state

guarded with parity.

If a control flit arrives with corrupted arrival timestamps, the “Flit Arriving” field of

the input scheduling state should not be updated. Thus, when the data flit arrives, it will

not be buffered. Instead, that arrival time field of the control flit will be replaced with an

‘idle’ pattern, so it does not prompt data output scheduling at all subsequent nodes. When

the control flit arrives at the destination router, the ‘idle’ timestamp will prompt the mes-

saging layer to go into message or packet-level error recovery. To prevent buffer loss, a
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data credit needs to be returned to the previous hop with time stamp 0, prompting the pre-

vious hop to increment the number of available data buffers.

If a data credit is received with a corrupted timestamp, the receiving router should take

the most conservative action, assuming the data flit was scheduled to leave at the latest

time possible, and increment the number of available data buffers at time hs.

The corruption of scheduling state also needs to be handled conservatively, to ensure

consistency. If OutputChannelFree[t] or InputChannelFree[t] is detected to be in error,

they should be assumed as allocated, and their channel status set to FALSE. Similarly, if

BufferCount[t] is found to be corrupted, it should inherit the buffer count of the previous

time slot BufferCount[t-1]. As input scheduling state orchestrates data movements, any

corruption should be detected and a default ‘idle’ pattern sent in place of a data flit, so this

‘idle’ pattern can be propagated through to the destination router, where the messaging

layer can initiate error recovery. If a data flit has been buffered, but its outgoing reserva-

tion corrupted, it will simply be overwritten when its buffer is re-used by control flits. No

data credits need to be sent to prevent buffer loss, as buffer allocation and release are all

handled by control flits. The data input scheduler simply carries out the reservations made

by control flits, and do not affect subsequent reservations.

Figure 2.8: On an on-chip network, the thick upper metal layer can be exploited for fast
control wires, enabling small control flits to race ahead before the slower data flits catch
up. Routing and arbitration latency can then be masked even when data flits are launched
at the same time as control flits. In the above diagram, control wires are twice as fast as
data wires.
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On-chip network versus off-chip network. Flit-reservation flow control requires that

control flits precede data flits. In an off-chip network, where control and data flits traverse

wires of the same speed, this can be accomplished simply by having control flits schedule

data flits to arrive at least a cycle later. In an on-chip network, however, faster control

wires become a possibility. As VLSI technology scales, on-chip wires become slower,

taking multiple clocks per hop [DalLac99]. Wires on a thick upper metal layer can have a

fraction of this delay though, as doubling the width, spacing and thickness of wires dou-

bles their velocity, halving both latency and bandwidth. While a data flit is traversing the

slow wires, its control flit can race ahead on the fast wires, and reserve buffers and chan-

nels ahead of time, before the data flit arrives, as shown in Figure 2.8. When the data flit

arrives, its path has already been set up, and it can then leave for the next hop immedi-

ately. This hides routing and arbitration latency even when data flits are launched at the

same time as control flits, reducing zero-load latency to just wire delay.

2.6  Comparison with related work
Like flit-reservation flow control, circuit switching reserves network resources in

advance and reduces network latency to just the wire delay. However, as the circuit is held

and dedicated to a single source-destination pair, if there is insufficient traffic to use this

circuit to its capacity, throughput suffers. In flit-reservation flow control, network chan-

nels are only reserved when there are flits which actually need the bandwidth. Thus, flit-

reservation flow control reaps the latency benefit of circuit switching without compromis-

ing on throughput.

Another technique which can similarly extend the latency-throughput envelope is stat-

ically-scheduled flow control, such as that used by the MIT Raw Machine [AnjPin95],

where a compiler schedules the allocation of buffers and channel bandwidth in advance of

program execution. This has the advantage of eliminating the routing and arbitration
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latency and cutting the minimum buffer turnaround time to zero. However, it sacrifices

flexibility for this performance. Such an approach cannot support applications with data-

dependent communication. This prompted the Raw Machine to also include a separate

dynamically-routed network as a fall-back mechanism for applications with dynamic

communication patterns. A statically-scheduled network also precludes the use of run-

time data migration to improve performance and load balance on an architecture.

Flit-reservation flow control offers many of the advantages of statically-scheduled

flow control, while supporting the flexibility of a dynamically routed network. Like the

statically-scheduled network, a network using flit-reservation flow control schedules the

buffers and channels of the network in advance of the data packet arrival. However,

instead of scheduling these resources at compile time, the scheduling decisions are

deferred until data packet injection, allowing the schedule to adapt to data-dependent des-

tinations, routes, and packet sizes. With both approaches buffers are used efficiently, with

immediate turnaround; and routing and arbitration latency is hidden. With flit-reservation

flow control, however, this performance is achieved without sacrificing flexibility.

It should be noted that flit-reservation flow control allows an easy way to have a

hybrid static-dynamic network. The compiler can reserve slots in the reservation tables for

static traffic, while control flits of flit-reservation flow control reserve slots dynamically at

packet injection. Statically-scheduled traffic can thus co-exist with dynamically-routed

traffic on the same network. Along the same lines, static circuits can share the network

with dynamic traffic governed by flit-reservation flow control. Slots in the reservation

table can be reserved periodically for static circuits, with the remaining slots allocated

dynamically by control flits. For instance, a static circuit can be granted channel band-

width every 4 cycles, while control flits dictate how packets interleave and share the

remaining 3 slots.
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By performing routing and arbitration decisions in advance, flit-reservation flow con-

trol allows this decision latency to be hidden and reduces network latency. Since prior

dynamic flow control methods, such as wormhole, virtual-channel, virtual cut-through

and store-and-forward flow control, perform routing and arbitration on-the-fly, they can-

not realize this advantage.

Also, with previous flow control methods, the turnaround time of a buffer, the idle

time between flits, is at least the sum of the propagation delay of a data flit to the next

node and the credit delay back (See “Background on Flow Control” on page 6.). For flit-

reservation flow control, the turnaround time can be zero. This is the reason why flit-reser-

vation flow control is able to extend throughput beyond that achievable by virtual-channel

flow control.

As for hybrid flow control methods, wave switching, like flit-reservation flow control,

uses a separate control network to reduce latency and extend throughput. While flit-reser-

vation flow control achieves this through advance scheduling, wave switching attains it

through removing the encumbrances of flow control mechanisms from the data network

and thus trimming the clock cycle. Being governed by circuit switching, however, results

in such gains only realizable if the circuit setup time can be amortized over many message

deliveries.

2.7  Summary
We have introduced flit-reservation flow control, where control flits race ahead of data

flits and reserve bandwidth and buffers for data flits ahead of time. This advance reserva-

tions reduces data latency, by allowing control flits to be launched in advance, and routing

and arbiration performed beforehand. It also improves throughput, as it holds buffers only

during actual usage, unlike existing flow control methods which hold buffers from the

time a data flit departs a node till when a credit is received.
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Immediate buffer reuse and elimination of routing and arbitration latency can also be

achieved through the use of statically-scheduled flow control, where a compiler schedules

the allocation of buffers and channel bandwidth prior to program execution. However,

flexibility is sacrificed, as a statically-scheduled network cannot support dynamic data-

dependent communication patterns. By scheduling buffers and channel bandwidth dynam-

ically at packet injection time, instead of statically at compile time, flit-reservation flow

control is able to offer many of the advantages of statically-scheduled flow control, while

supporting the flexibility of a dynamically-routed network.

As technology scales, buffer memory and network latency become ever more critical

in communication networks. Flit-reservation flow control is able to achieve savings in

both critical resources without sacrificing network performance or flexibility.
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Chapter 3

Deadlock Analysis of Flit-Reservation Flow Control

There are no traffic jams when you go the extra mile.
- Anonymous

3.1  Introduction
A deadlock occurs in a network when some packets are blocked forever and cannot

advance towards their destination [DYN97]. This occurs when every packet in the dead-

locked configuration is requesting resources held by the other packet(s). Put another way,

when a packet holds onto a resource while it requests for another, it creates a dependency

between these two resources. If these dependencies are cyclic, a deadlock has resulted.

In an interconnection network, these resources are buffers and channels, whose alloca-

tion is governed by the flow control protocol. With existing flow control methods such as

wormhole [DalSei87], virtual-channel [Dal92], store-and-forward and virtual cut-through

flow control [KerKle79], the ownership of channels authorizes the use of buffers and a

buffer is only contested by flits of the packet holding the channel or virtual channel, and is

not contended by flits of different packets. Thus, channel dependencies encompass buffer

dependencies, as a deadlocked configuration can be created by filling the buffers of each

physical or virtual channel in the cycle, as in Figure 3.1 [DalSei87].

While channel dependencies alone have been sufficient in modelling and analyzing

deadlocks for current flow control protocols, flit-reservation flow control introduces addi-

tional resources and new resource dependencies. In addition to data buffers and channels,

flit-reservation flow control has control buffers and channels. The interplay of these

resources spawns new dependencies which can lead to deadlock. 
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Flit-reservation flow control introduces two unique dependencies which can lead to

deadlock. First, data buffer dependencies which arise when a packet holds a data buffer

and requests for another and second, control channel-data buffer dependencies which

occur when a packet holds a control channel and requests for a data buffer, or vice versa.

We show that cycles in these dependencies spawn new deadlock situations which are

unique to flit-reservation flow control.

We then go on to show that by restricting the sharing of the data buffer pool, these

additional dependencies can similarly be subsumed under channel dependencies, so exist-

ing deadlock avoidance and prevention techniques can be readily applied to obtain a dead-

lock-free flit-reservation network.

We first define in Section 3.2 what consitutes a deadlock in flit-reservation flow con-

trol, highlighting new deadlock conditions that are as a result of the additional resources in

flit-reservation flow control. Next, dependencies between resources of flit-reservation

flow control are identified in Section 3.3, accompanied with examples where they lead to

deadlocks. Section 3.4 then explains how these dependencies unique to flit-reservation

flow control can be subsumed by the well-studied channel dependencies, allowing a whole

repertoire of deadlock avoidance and prevention techniques to be applicable to flit-reser-

vation flow control. Section 3.6 then wraps up the chapter with a summary.

Figure 3.1: Deadlock as a result of cyclic channel dependencies in a network governed by
wormhole flow control.
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3.2  Definition of a deadlocked configuration for flit-reservation flow
control

In flit-reservation flow control, there are buffers and channels on the control and data

layers. Control buffers are allocated per virtual channel, just like in virtual-channel flow

control, ownership of a control virtual channel implies the ownership of the associated

control buffer. As for control and data physical channels, their bandwidth is allocated on a

flit-by-flit basis to packets which hold control virtual channels. These physical channels

are not held indefinitely by packets, and will not contribute to deadlock. Thus, the two key

resources which can contribute to deadlock are control virtual channels and data buffers.

How their allocation can lead to deadlock will be highlighted in our definition of a dead-

locked configuration in a flit-reservation network.

Definition 1: An interconnection network I is a strongly connected directed multi-

graph, I = G(N,C). The vertices of the multigraph N represent the set of processing nodes.

The edges of the multigraph C represent the set of control virtual channels. There can be

more than one control virtual channel connecting a given pair of nodes, and control virtual

channels share the bandwidth of a control physical channel. Thus, a control virtual chan-

nel cij is associated with control physical channel . Each control flit of cij reserves pas-

sage on the corresponding data physical channel  for the data flits it leads. A control

virtual channel cij has a control queue with capacity cap(cij), and each data physical chan-

nel  has a data buffer pool shared among all cij with capacity cap( ). The source and

destination nodes of a channel cij are denoted sij and dij respectively.

Definition 2: A routing function  maps the current channel cij and desti-

nation node nd to the next channel ckl on the route from cij to nd, R(cij, nd) = ckl.
1

1.A simple deterministic routing function is defined here, as the emphasis of this paper is not on 
routing functions. Routing function R can easily be replaced by its adaptive definition in [Dua96].

pj
c

pj
d

pj
d pj

d

R:C N× C→
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Definition 3: A configuration is an assignment of a set of control flits to each control

queue and a set of data flits to each data buffer pool. All of the control flits in any one con-

trol queue belongs to the same packet.1 The number of flits in the queue for control chan-

nel cij is denoted as size(cij), and the number of flits in the buffer pool of physical channel

 at time t is denoted as size( , t). The flit at the head of the queue for channel cij is

denoted flit(cij). Associated with it is its type flit(cij).type (whether it is a head, body or tail

flit), destination flit(cij).dest, and the number of data flits it leads flit(cij).dflits. If the flit is

not a head flit and the next control channel reserved by its head flit is ckl, then next(cij) =

ckl. Let  be the set of channels with a control head flit at the head of their queues,

i.e. . Let  be the set of channels with a control

body or tail flit at the head of their queues ( ). 

Definition 4: A configuration is legal iff the control queue capacity is not exceeded

and the buffer pool capacity is not exceeded at all times, as shown in (EQ. 3.1).

(EQ. 3.1)

Definition 5: A deadlocked configuration for an interconnection network governed by

flit-reservation flow control and routing function R is a nonempty legal configuration such

that :-

(EQ. 3.2)

(EQ. 3.2) stipulates that there must exist control channels with a control head flit at the

head of their queue. Otherwise, the control head flits of all packets have reached their des-

tination, and by the consumption assumption,2 will be consumed, leading all control body

1.Refer to [Dua96] which explains how this assumption is made to simplify the arguments, but the 
resulting conclusions do not rest on this assumption.
2.All flits which have arrived at the destination will be consumed eventually by the node.

pj
d pj

d

Ch C⊆

cij Ch,   flit cij( ).type head=∈∀ Cd C⊆

cij Cd,   flit cij( ).type head≠∈∀

cij C,       size cij( ) cap cij( )≤          and              ∈∀

t ∞→ ,     size pj t,( ) cap pj
d( )≤∀

Ch φ≠
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and tail flits to their destination with no deadlock, and scheduling the data flits they lead

through to the destination.

Control head flits will be stalled in a deadlocked configuration if they have not yet

reached their destinations, and if they are unable to secure a free control virtual channel

for its own passage (EQ. 3.3)(a) or if they are unable to reserve data buffers for all their

data flits due to the buffer pool being filled indefinitely (EQ. 3.3)(b).

(EQ. 3.3)

As for control body and tail flits, they will be deadlocked if they have not arrived at the

destination node and the next control virtual channel which they are destined for is full

(EQ. 3.4)(a) or the data buffer pool at the next node is filled indefinitely, making it impos-

sible to reserve data buffers for all its data flits and move on (EQ. 3.4)(b).

(EQ. 3.4)

(EQ. 3.3)(a) and (EQ. 3.4)(a) refer to deadlock as a result of contention for control

channels, and will be referred to as the control channel condition for deadlock. (EQ.

3.3)(b) and (EQ. 3.4)(b) correspond to the other resource, the data buffers, and will be

referred to as the data buffer condition for deadlock. When either of these conditions are

met, the flit-reservation network is in a deadlocked configuration. A summary of the nota-

tions used is listed in Table 3.1.

cij Ch, ∈∀
flit cij( ).dest dij≠        and

ckl R cij flit cij( ).dest,( )=( ) size ckl( ) 0      or>⇒

t ∞→ ,    size pl
d t,( ) flit cij( ).dflits+ cap pl

d( )>( )∀ 
 
         a( )

        b( )

cij Cd, ∈∀
flit cij( ).dest dij≠        and

ckl next cij( )=( ) s⇒ ize ckl( ) cap ckl( )=       or

t ∞→ ,    size pl
d t,( ) flit cij( ).dflits+ cap pl

d( )>( )∀ 
 
 

        
a( )

b( )
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3.3  Dependencies and their effects on deadlock
As explained in the preceding section, control virtual channels and data buffers are the two

resources in flit-reservation flow control whose allocations can lead to deadlock. These

two resources spawn three types of dependencies: Control channel dependency, where a

packet holds a control virtual channel and requests for another; Data buffer dependency,

where a packet holds a data buffer and requests for another; and control channel-data

Symbol Description

I interconnection network, a directed multigraph I = G(N,C)

N set of nodes

ni a node

C set of control virtual channels

Ch set of channels containing a head flit at the head of the queue

Cd set of channels containing a body or tail flit at the head of the queue

cij
a control virtual channel whose control physical channel is  and data physi-

cal channel is 

a control physical channel

a data physical channel

sij source node of channel cij

dij destination node of channel cij

size(cij) number of control flits enqueued for channel cij

cap(cij) capacity of the queue of channel cij

flit(cij)
    flit(cij).type
    flit(cij).dest
    flit(cij).dflits

flit at the head of the queue for channel cij
    its type;
    its destination node;
    the number of data flits it leads;

next(cij) next channel reserved by cij’s head flit

size( ,t)
number of data flits residing in the shared buffer pool of data physical channel 

, at time t

cap( ) capacity of the buffer pool of data physical channel 

R routing function 

Table 3.1: Summary of notation.

pj
c

pj
d

pj
c

pj
d

pj
d

pj
d

pj
d pj

d

R:C N× C→
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buffer dependency, where a packet holds a control channel and requests for a data buffer or

inversely, holds a data buffer while it requests for a control channel; 

Control channel dependency. A control channel dependency between two channels is

formed when the control head flit of a packet requests for a new control virtual channel for

the next hop. At the same time, this packet will continue to hold on to the old virtual chan-

nel till the packet’s tail flit releases it. Cycles created by these dependencies will result in

packets being deadlocked as a result of the control channel condition defined in the previ-

ous section.

Control channel dependencies are not unique to flit-reservation flow control. It falls

under the general class of channel dependencies proposed in [DalSei87], which are very

well studied and analyzed in literature. Control channel dependencies can only cause a

network to be deadlocked if the routing function is not deadlock-free. Deadlock avoidance

approaches which remove cyclic channel dependencies from routing functions to ensure

deadlock-freedom have been proposed for both deterministic and adaptive routing algo-

rithms [DalSei87,Dua95,Dua96], and these can be readily applied to flit-reservation flow

control to remove cyclic control channel dependencies.

Data buffer dependency. When there is just one virtual channel on the control network,

i.e. wormhole flow control is adopted, only control flits from a single packet can reside in

the single control queue. Hence, once a packet secured a virtual channel, its requests for

buffers will not be blocked as a result of them being held by another packet. Cyclic data

buffer dependencies thus cannot occur with wormhole flow control, unless a control flit

leads more data flits than there are data buffers.This is a trivial deadlock, since the control

flit fills up all the data buffers at the next hop by itself, and yet is unable to move on to the

next hop and release these buffers as it has not yet scheduled all its data flits. 
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When there are multiple virtual channels per physical channel, now, a packet may be

be granted a control virtual channel, but still be unable to advance, as other virtual chan-

nels have filled the entire data buffer pool. Figure 3.2 shows such a deadlocked configura-

Figure 3.2: Packets hog data buffer pools, causing cyclic data buffer dependencies. Here,
each packet has a control virtual channel reserved on the next router, but is unable to
advance as the packet holding the other control virtual channel has filled up the entire data
buffer pool, making reservations impossible.

Figure 3.3: Dependencies of the example shown in Figure 3.2. (a) shows the control chan-
nel dependencies, which are acyclic and do not contribute to deadlock. (b) shows the data
buffer dependencies forming a cycle, and resulting in deadlock. Control channels are
drawn as circles, and data buffers as squares. The labels on the resources indicate which
packet is currently holding the resource.
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tion. Here, each packet has a control channel and is not blocked as a result of the control

channel condition. However, their next buffer pool is full, and hence, all the packets are

deadlocked on the data buffer condition. Figure 3.3 shows the control channel dependen-

cies and data buffer dependencies of this example, showing how cyclic data buffer depen-

dencies, not channel dependencies, led to the deadlock.

If a control flit leads multiple data flits, and per-flit scheduling is used (See “Design

Issues” on page 27.), data buffer dependencies can wreak havoc even when the physical

paths taken by the packets in the deadlock are acyclic. Figure 3.4 shows an example where

a control flit of packet A leads 4 data flits and have scheduled 3 out of the 4. These 3 data

Figure 3.4: A deadlocked configuration where cyclic data buffer dependencies exist. Con-
trol flit cA of packet A in Router 1 has scheduled 3 of its data flits dA, which are occupying 3
buffers on Router 2. Control flit cB of packet B has also reserved a buffer on Router 2 for its
data flit dB. As a result, the buffer pool on Router 2 is full and both packets A and B are
holding on to buffers while requesting for more. Deadlock thus results.

Figure 3.5: (a) Control channel dependencies in example depicted in Figure 3.4. Obviously,
they are acyclic. (b) The data buffer dependencies, however, are cyclic, as packet A holds
on to data buffers in router 2 while requesting for the buffers held by packet B, and vice
versa.
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flits occupy 3 buffers on the next hop, waiting for their control flit to arrive and schedule

and release these buffers. Another control flit of packet B holds the other virtual channel.

It leads 4 data flits and have scheduled 1 of them. Hence, packet A is holding on to 3 buff-

ers while requesting for an additional data buffer. Packet B holds on to 1 buffer while

requesting for more. Unfortunately, the buffer pool is full. Both packets are unable to

release the data buffers they hold, since the data flits have to wait at the next hop till their

control flits arrive and schedule their departure. Control flits, on the other hand, are unable

to advance till all their data flits have been scheduled. A cyclic data buffer dependency

thus caused a deadlocked configuration where both packets A and B are deadlocked due to

the data buffer condition, as sketched in Figure 3.5.

Control channel-data buffer dependency. With a single virtual channel on the control

network, the data buffer pool can only be hogged indefinitely by flits belonging to a single

packet. Hence, no packet will request for buffers which are held indefinitely by other

packets, implying that the data buffer condition cannot be the cause of deadlocks, and

deadlock cannot arise from cyclic control channel-data buffer dependencies.

With multiple virtual channels, deadlock may occur when a control body flit is unable

to advance to the next node as other virtual channels have clogged up the entire data buffer

pool, making reservations impossible. Figure 3.6 illustrates an example where there are

cyclic control channel-data buffer dependencies. Here, the control flit of packet B is not

able to obtain a data buffer for its data flit, as the data buffer pool is already fully occupied

with flits of packet A. Packet B thus holds on to its control virtual channel while it

requests for a free data buffer. Packet A, on the other hand, is holding on to its data buffers

and requesting for a control virtual channel along the X+ direction which happens to be

held by Packet B. The control channel-data buffer dependencies form a cycle as shown in

Figure 3.7, and deadlock results. The deadlocked configuration is as a result of packet A
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stalling due to the control channel condition and packet B blocked due to the data buffer

condition.

3.4  Deadlock-free flit-reservation flow control
Through analysis of the additional dependencies introduced by flit-reservation flow

control, it becomes clear that all the deadlocks arise because a packet may own a control

virtual channel, but not be guaranteed data buffers for that associated channel. If each con-

trol virtual channel is assured data buffers for the maximum number of data flits led by a

control flit (flit(cij).dflits), this will nullify the data buffer conditions in (EQ. 3.3)(b) and

(EQ. 3.4)(b), and thus, no packet will be deadlocked as a result of data buffer conditions,

and cyclic data buffer dependencies or control channel-data buffer dependencies will

never occur, and only control channel dependencies remain. Existing deadlock avoidance

techniques can then be readily applied to the control channels, so deadlock-free routing

Figure 3.6: Cyclic control channel-data buffer dependencies arise in this situation, as con-
trol flit of packet A (cA) is requesting for a virtual channel in Router 3 which has been
reserved earlier by the control head flit of packet B. Packet B’s control flit (cB), however, is
unable to advance to Router 2 and release that virtual channel. as it cannot schedule its
data flits (dB). The data buffer pool is already filled up by data flits of packet A (dA).

Figure 3.7: Packet A holds on to its control virtual channel and data buffers in Router 2
while requesting for a virtual channel that is held by packet B, causing a control channel
dependency from the channel held by A to that held by B, and a control channel-data buffer
dependency from the data buffers held by A to the channel of B. The cycle arises as packet
B is requesting for data buffers which are held by A while holding on to its channel. Thus,
the cyclic control channel-data buffer dependencies result in deadlock.
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functions can be applied to prevent cyclic control dependencies, and result in deadlock-

free flit-reservation network.

There are a couple of ways to ensure a control virtual channel will always have at least

flit(cij).dflits data buffers. The most straight-forward is to divide the data buffer pool

among virtual channels, so each virtual channel has  data buffers, where Bd is the total

number of data buffers, and v is the number of virtual channels per physical channel. So

long as , once a packet is granted a control virtual chan-

nel, it will always have at least d data buffers. With this approach, we need to store data

buffer counts for each virtual channel in the output reservation table, across the scheduling

horizon, and data credits need to contain the virtual-channel identifier.

A slight variant is to have a data buffer pool shared among all virtual channels, but to

dedicate d data buffers per virtual channel to avoid deadlock. So, only the remaining (Bd -

dv) buffers are actually shared across virtual channels. This method will require buffer

counts per virtual channel (tracking up to d buffers), and an additional shared buffer count

per physical channel. As Section 6.6 on page 130 explains, this approach results in greater

delay in the global data scheduler, as the buffer counts of each individual VC need to be

taken into account when maintaining the shared buffer count.

While the previous two solutions circumvent the deadlock problem by dividing the

data buffer pool among control virtual channels, a third approach avoids deadlock by con-

straining the number of control buffers. It works because the number of control buffers per

control virtual channel limits the number of control flits which can block indefinitely at a

node. It thus limits the number of data flits which are led by these control flits, and stalling

at the node’s data buffer pool, awaiting scheduling.

The number of control buffers needs to be restricted such that a control virtual channel

will always have at least d data buffers, even when control flits of other virtual channels

hold the maximum number of data buffers. This constraint is expressed in (EQ. 3.5),

Bd
v

------

Bd
v

------ d where d,≥ flit cij( ).dflits=
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where Bd is the total number of data buffers, Bc is the total number of control buffers and v

refers to the number of control virtual channels.

(EQ. 3.5)

For instance, if there are 16 data buffers per input channel and a control flit leads 4

data flits, a control network with 2 virtual channels cannot have more than 3 control buff-

ers per virtual channel, to avoid deadlock. An example of an inadmissible configuration is

where we have 8 data buffers per input channel, 4 control virtual channels, and a control

flit leading 4 data flits. In such configurations, either the number of control virtual chan-

nels or the number of data flits per control flit has to be reduced, given a fixed number of

data buffers, to avoid deadlock.

While this approach does not require additional buffer counts, as the entire data buffer

pool can be maintained with a single buffer count, it restricts the configurations that are

admissible. For simplicity, we adopt the straight-forward approach of dividing the data

buffer pool evenly among control virtual channels, and keeping the number of control and

data buffers equal (Bc=Bd).

3.5  Comparison with related work
Dally [DalSei87] proposed a necessary and sufficient condition for deterministic dead-

lock-free routing -- the absence of cycles in a channel dependency graph. He introduced

the concept of dependencies, where a dependency arises when a message reserves a chan-

nel and later requests another. In deterministic routing, a message requests for just one

channel at each node. Hence, all cyclic dependencies between channels need to be

removed to prevent deadlocks.

However, in adaptive routing, a message can request for multiple channels at each

node before it picks one. Duato [Dua95, Dua96] thus show that with adaptive routing

Bd v 1–( )
Bc
v

-----× d×– d≥
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algorithms, it is not necessary to eliminate all cyclic dependencies, so long that the mes-

sage is able to traverse a path whose channels are not involved in cyclic dependencies.

This allowed fully adaptive routing algorithms to be designed with minimal restrictions.

While these previous works suggested restriction of routing algorithms to avoid dead-

lock, Pinkston [AnjPin95] proposes recovery from deadlocks instead. So mechanisms are

included to detect and then recover from deadlocks. A separate escape channel is kept just

for deadlock recovery, and to ensure deadlock-freedom. This allows maximum flexibility

in the design of routing algorithms, but at the expense of buffers left idle, dedicated to

deadlock recovery.

These previous works were solely concerned with channel dependencies, as buffer

dependencies are subsumed by channel dependencies in previous flow control methods.

Our work highlights the additional dependencies introduced by flit-reservation flow con-

trol, and shows how they can contribute to deadlock.

Also, we defined what constitutes a deadlocked configuration for a flit-reservation net-

work. This work directly builds on prior work by Dally and Duato. Dally first proposed a

formal definition of a deadlocked configuration for a network governed by virtual-channel

flow control and routed with deterministic routing algorithms [DalSei87]. Duato extends

the definition to cover adaptive routing algorithms for wormhole [Dua95], store-and-for-

ward and cut-through [Dua96] networks. Our definition fully inherits the assumptions

quoted in these prior works as they primarily applies to routing functions, and not to the

flow control technique.

3.6  Summary
We have shown that the additional control and data resources in flit-reservation flow con-

trol spawn dependencies which do not exist in previous flow control techniques. How a

flit-reservation network can deadlock as a result of these dependencies is then character-
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ized formally, demonstrating that when a deadlock occurs in flit-reservation flow control,

it must be due to contention for control channels (control channel condition) or a resource

conflict for data buffers (data buffer condition).

Several methods are then proposed to subsume buffer dependencies under channel

dependencies, including simply dividing the data buffer pool equally among control vir-

tual channels. With these methods, a flit-reservation network is left with just channel

dependencies, and can only deadlock as a result of the control channel condition. Entire

repertoire of deadlock avoidance techniques can then be readily leveraged to obtain dead-

lock-free flit-reservation flow control.
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Chapter 4

A Delay Model for Pipelined Routers

You ride astride the imaginary in order to hunt down the real.
-Breyten Breytenbach in "Return to Paradise".

4.1  Introduction
The performance of interconnection networks, and hence of the systems in which they are

employed, depends critically on the performance of the routers from which these networks

are constructed. Armed with accurate performance models of routers, architects of inter-

connection networks can optimize and fine-tune router parameters before starting detailed

design. An accurate performance model also enables a realistic evaluation of new router

designs and ideas.

Router performance rests upon a number of attributes, with router delay the key factor.

Increasing router latency not only contributes more delay per-hop, hence increasing net-

work latency, it also lengthens the buffer turnaround time, resulting in slower recycling of

buffers, and lower throughput. Thus, an accurate router delay model enables router

designers to measure the latency-throughput envelope as they pick and choose between

different router designs.

Because many contemporary routers are heavily pipelined [Gal96, CarVer96, DCD98,

Sei94], an accurate delay model must take into account the effect of pipelining on router

delay. We propose a delay model for pipelined routers, which accepts as input the clock

cycle time and router parameters, and returns a suitable pipeline for the router. Our model

defines a canonical architecture that is optimized for the specific flow control method gov-

erning the router, uses dependencies to determine the critical path of a router, and derives

technology-independent parameterized delay equations from detailed gate-level design of
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router modules. The parameterized delay equations provide delay estimates which guide

the pipelining of the router.

Unlike existing models which concluded that virtual-channel routers do not scale well,

as their delay increases significantly with additional numbers of virtual channels in their

analysis, our model shows that for up to 8 virtual channels per physical channel, a virtual-

channel router requires just one more pipeline stage over a wormhole router’s 3-stage

pipeline.

Section 4.2 presents the details of our proposed model, and Section 4.3 gives a brief

overview of the theory of logical effort and outlines the methodology we followed in the

derivation of delay estimates. Section 4.4 applies the model to wormhole routers, while

Section 4.5 follows with an application to virtual-channel routers. Section 4.6 shows a val-

idation of our model against the Synopsys timing analyzer and the M-machine router. Our

model is contrasted with previous work in Section 4.7 and Section 4.8 sums up the chap-

ter.

4.2  Delay Model
The proposed delay model takes into account the pipelined nature of contemporary routers

and prescribes pipelines matched to the specific flow control method employed. Given the

flow control technique governing the router, and router parameters, the model returns

router latency in technology-independent units and the number of pipeline stages as a

function of clock cycle time.

General router model. As shown in Figure 4.1, the proposed model first defines a canon-

ical router architecture which is tailored to the specific flow control technique. The

canonical router architecture applies to all routers governed by that flow control method

and functions as a generic blueprint for designing routers.
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Next, the model prescribes the identification of atomic modules of the architecture.

Atomic modules are modules that are not easily pipelined because they contain state

which is dependent on the module output. These modules are best kept intact within a sin-

gle pipeline stage, and function as hints to the delay model in marking suitable pipeline

boundaries.

The inputs of these atomic modules may depend on the outputs of another, in which

case, a dependency occurs. Dependencies determine the critical path through a router, and

are crucial in the derivation of pipeline stages and router latency. Sometimes, these depen-

dencies can be averted through speculation, resulting in shorter critical paths, and shorter

router pipelines. Chapter 4 details how speculation reduces the critical path of a virtual-

channel router, while Chapter 6 investigates the use of speculation to avert certain depen-

dencies of a flit-reservation router.

Figure 4.1: The proposed delay model for pipelined routers. Given user inputs of clock
cycle time and router parameters, the model prescribes a suitable router pipeline. The
model consists of the general router model which outlines a design methodology for a
router, coupled with a specific router model which derives and feeds delay estimates to the
general router model.
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The delay of each atomic module is obtained by applying router parameters to param-

eterized equations derived by the specific router model. The specific router model gener-

ates two delay estimates, latency (ti) and overhead (hi). Latency spans from when inputs

are presented to the module, to when the outputs needed by the next module are stable.

Overhead refers to the additional delay required before the next set of inputs can be pre-

sented to the module. Figure 4.2 shows these delay components.

Armed with ti and hi of each atomic module on the critical path, the model prescribes

the router pipeline as in (EQ. 4.1). It tries to bin as many atomic modules as possible

within a single pipeline stage, without straddling atomic modules across multiple stages

unless the module’s delay already overflows a single pipeline stage.

(EQ. 4.1)

Specific router model. The specific router model is responsible for supplying the delay

estimates of atomic modules. Through detailed gate-level design of modules, the specific

router model derives parameterized delay equations for the latency and overhead esti-

mates of circuits. Our delay estimates are grounded on the theory of logical effort

[SprSut91, SSH99] which was proposed by Sutherland, Sproull and Harris for estimating

Figure 4.2: Latency and overhead estimates derived by the specific router model.
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circuit delay and guiding the design of circuits with minimum delay.  The theory of logical

effort estimates circuit delay using technology-independent units of τ, which is the delay

of an inverter driving an identical inverter with no parasitics [SSH99]. The specific router

model is thus able to provide technology-independent delay estimates for each atomic

module, allowing the general router model to prescribe router pipelines which hold across

multiple technologies.

4.3  Theory of Logical Effort
Background. The theory of logical effort [SprSut91, SSH99], proposed by Sutherland

and Sproull, provides a method for fast back-of-the-envelope estimates of delay in a

CMOS circuit. With these estimates, circuit designers can evaluate and compare different

circuit topologies and designs easily. Also, as the theory of logical effort expresses delay

in a technology-independent unit τ, its delay estimates are isolated from the effects of a

particular fabrication process, and is applicable across different technologies.

The theory is anchored on two new concepts for the causes of circuit delay: logical

effort and electrical effort. Logical effort refers to the effort required to perform a logic

function. More specifically, as defined in [SSH99], the logical effort of a logic gate is the

number of times worse it is at delivering output current than would be an inverter with

identical input capacitance. The more complex the logic gate, the higher its logical effort.

For instance, the logical effort of a 2-input NAND gate is derived as 4/3, which indicates

that it is 33% worse in delivering output current than an inverter with the same input

capacitance. The logical effort of a 4-input NAND is naturally even higher, at 6/3, two

times worse than that of an inverter.

In addition to the effort of a logic function, the effort required to drive an electrical

load also contributes to circuit delay. This is termed electrical effort: the ratio of output
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capacitance to input capacitance, or fanout. In the circuit shown in Figure 4.3, output

capacitance is 4 times the input capacitance, and thus, electical effort is 4.

The product of logical and electrical effort of a gate yields its effort delay (Teff). Total

circuit delay, T, along a path is then calculated as the sum of the effort delay and the para-

sitic delay (Tpar) of gates along the path (EQ. 4.2), where parasitic delay is the intrinsic

delay of a gate due to its own internal capacitance, and like the other terms, expressed rel-

ative to that of an inverter.

     (EQ. 4.2)

Figure 4.3: An inverter driving 4 other inverters.

Figure 4.4: Circuit schematic of a 4-input AOI gate.
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Applying this to the circuit in Figure 4.3, we derive τ4, the delay of an inverter driving

four other inverters, as (1*4 + 1) = 5 times that of the delay of inverter with identical input

capacitance. Thus, τ4 = 5τ.

Derivation of the logical effort of a 4-input AOI.  The  logical effort and parasitic delay

of a gate are derived by extracting capacitances from its circuit schematic. We walk

through the analysis for a 4-input AOI, whose circuit schematic is sketched in Figure 4.4.

The input capacitance of each input signal is the sum of the width of the pulldown transis-

tor and the pullup transistor. Thus, input capacitance of inputs A, B, C, and D is 4 + 2 = 6.

The input capacitance of an inverter with identical output drive is 3 [SSH99]. Hence, logi-

cal effort per input of the 4-input AOI gate is 6/3.

The parasitic delay of a gate is estimated by summing up the total widths of pulldown

and pullup transistors of the gate. Here, the parasitic delay of a 4-input AOI gate is

(4*4+2*4)/3 = 8 times that of an inverter. The logical effort and parasitic delay of all logic

gates used in our model are listed in Table 4.1. The derivation of these values for the

remaining logic gates are explained in [SSH99].    

Table 4.1: Logical effort and parasitic delay values as derived 
using the theory of logical effort.

Gate Logical 
Effort

Parasitic 
Delay

Inverter 1 1

n-input 
NAND

n

n-input 
NOR

n

n:1 multi-
plexer

2 2n

4-input AOI 8

n 2+
3

------------

2n 1+
3

---------------

6
3
---
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Derivation methodology. The parameterized delay equations derived in our delay model

are based on the theory of logical effort. For each atomic module, (EQ. 4.2) is applied to

derive its circuit delay, T, with Teff and Tpar. The general methodology guiding our circuit

delay analysis is outlined here.

First, derivation proceeds in a modular fashion, with the delay of the building blocks

of a circuit first determined, before these are included in the final parameterized delay

equation of the module. For instance, an arbiter is a critical building block of a router, so

we first derive the delay equations of a generic matrix arbiter for n requestors, and use that

as we estimate the circuit delay of a router.

Throughout our analysis, circuits are modelled in a logarithmic topology for effi-

ciency. A fanout of n is modelled as a log-tree of inverters, and large n-input gates are

modelled as a log-tree of gates. For all circuits analyzed in our model, a fanout-of-4 is

chosen, and 4-input gates are used where possible.

Figure 4.5: Canonical router micro-architecture of a wormhole router. There are pi input
controllers, each containing routing logic, physical channel (pc) state and buffers to house
arriving flits. The parameters affecting the design of the global switch arbiter are pi, the
number of physical input channels and po, the number of physical output channels. The
crossbar switch design varies with pi, po and w, the physical channel width.
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4.4  A pipelined delay model for wormhole routers

4.4.1  Canonical router architecture
The canonical wormhole router architecture is shown in Figure 4.5, where the parameters

affecting router delay are pi, the number of physical input channels, po, the number of

physical output channels, and w, the channel width or phit size. This canonical router

architecture is modelled after that of the first wormhole router, the Torus Routing Chip

[DalSei86], and is similar to the canonical router architecture defined in Chien’s model.

In a wormhole router, a packet proceeds through the states of routing, switch arbitra-

tion and switch traversal, as traced in the flowchart in Figure 4.6. Consider a two-flit

packet, one head flit and one tail flit, traversing the canonical wormhole router of Figure

4.5 from the injection input channel to the eastern output channel. When the head flit

arrives, the input controller decodes its type field and finding it a head flit forwards the

destination field to the routing logic, buffers the entire flit in the input queue, and sets the

channel state (pc state) to routing.

The routing logic returns the output port(s) {po} for this packet which will lead it to its

destination. In this case, we will assume deterministic routing which returns a single out-

put port: the eastern output port. At this point, the channel state is set to switch arbitration,

and a request for the eastern output port is sent to the global switch arbiter, which receives

arbitration requests from all input controllers and assigns available output ports to the

requestors, resolving contention. In this case, the global switch arbiter grants the eastern

output port (po=east) to the request from the injection input channel, and flags this output

port as unavailable to other requests. This output port is reserved for the entire duration of

the packet.

Upon receipt of this grant from the global switch arbiter, the head flit checks the num-

ber of buffers available down the line, on the next hop. If there is a free buffer available to

hold the flit, the state of the injection input channel is set to switch traversal, and the head
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Figure 4.6: Flow of a flit through routing, switch arbitration and switch traversal in a worm-
hole router.
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flit of the packet is read from the input queue, and forwarded to the crossbar switch. The

crossbar configuration is set by the switch arbiter, which in this example, has connected

the injection input port to the eastern output port. The head flit then traverses the crossbar

and proceeds over the output link to the next hop. The next-hop buffer count is decre-

mented to reflect the use of a buffer, while a credit is returned to the injection input port,

prompting its buffer count to be incremented.

When the next flit arrives at the input controller, its type field is again decoded and this

time, found to be a tail flit.  Since it is not a head flit, it does not need to go through routing

or switch arbitration. Instead, it inherits the output physical channel po reserved by its

head flit and is simply buffered in the input queue till a buffer becomes available on the

next hop. At which point, it will be forwarded through the crossbar switch, and on to out-

put port po to the next hop. When the tail flit departs the input queue, it releases the

resources held by the packet by setting the input state to idle and signaling the global

switch arbiter to free up the reserved output port.

4.4.2  Atomic modules and dependencies
Armed with the canonical wormhole architecture, the model next prescribes the identi-

fying of atomic modules of the architecture. Throughout the thesis, the emphasis is on

flow control techniques, not routing algorithms. We thus view routing logic as a black

box, as an atomic module.

In a wormhole router, the switch arbiter stores priorities between different requestors

for fair arbitration. These priorities are dependent upon the outcome of each arbitration.

Figure 4.7: Atomic modules of a wormhole router, and the dependencies between them
depicted with arrows.

switch arbitration crossbar traversalrouting
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For instance, if a last-used-last-served arbitration scheme is used, the winner of an arbitra-

tion will have its priority set to be the lowest among all requestors. Since the arbiter con-

tains state which is dependent upon its output, the switch arbiter module is best kept

atomic, within a single pipeline stage.

The crossbar switch is another candidate for an atomic module. With a large number of

wires connecting the input and output ports, the crossbar switch will require excessive

latching should it be partitioned across multiple pipeline stages. Hence, the crossbar

switch should be an atomic module.

Figure 4.7 shows the dependencies between atomic modules of a wormhole router.

Switch arbitration is dependent upon routing logic, as it can only proceed upon knowing

which output ports to arbitrate for, the outputs of the routing logic. Similarly, there exists a

dependency between switch arbitration and switch traversal as a flit needs to secure arbi-

tration of the switch before it can traverse it.

4.4.3  Specific router model: Derivation of parameterized equations
The detailed gate-level design of each atomic module is analyzed and parameterized equa-

tions of its delay derived based on the theory of logical effort.

Routing logic.  We assume routing logic as an atomic module which takes a typical clock

cycle of 20 τ4, where τ4 is the delay of an inverter driving four other inverters [DalPou98].

Note that if simple routing strategies such as source routing [ScoTho94] or dimension-

ordered routing [ScoTho94] are adopted, routing logic will incur delay substantially less

than 20 τ4, and can hence potentially be binned into the same pipeline stage as the subse-

quent atomic module. Look-ahead routing is yet another way to speculatively remove this

routing pipeline stage [Gal96] (See “Comparison with related work” on page 104.).
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Matrix arbiter. The arbiter is an essential building block of routers. It receives n requests,

and decides which requestor should be granted the resource in contention. The matrix

arbiter is an efficient log n-delay arbiter which is governed by the fair last-used-last-served

arbitration scheme.

The matrix arbiter stores priorities between n requestors in a binary n-by-n matrix.1

Each matrix element [i, j] records the binary priority between each pair of inputs. For

instance, if requestor i has a higher priority than requestor j, the matrix element [i, j] (row

i, column j) will be set to 1, while the corresponding matrix element [j, i] will be set to 0.

A requestor wins, and is granted a resource, if no other higher-priority requestors are bid-

ding for this resource. Once a requestor succeeds in an arbitration, its priority is set to be

the lowest among all requestors. Hence, when requestor i is granted the resource, its prior-

ity is set to be the lowest among all requestors by setting [i, *] to 0 (clearing row i, so that

requestor i has lower priority than all other requestors) and [*, i] to 1 (setting column i, so

that other requestors have higher priority over requestor i). Figure 4.8 shows an example

Figure 4.8: (a) State of matrix before arbitration: Requestor 2 has the lowest priority, since
[2,1] and [2,3] are both 0, requestor 1 has higher priority than requestor 2, and requestor 3
has the highest priority. (b) State of matrix after arbitration: With requestors 2 and 3 con-
tending for a resource, requestor 3 wins since it has higher priority than requestor 2. Its pri-
ority is then set to be the lowest among all requestors, by clearing row 3 and setting
column 3.

1.For ease of explanation, an entire n-by-n matrix is shown here. In reality, only the upper triangle 
of the matrix needs to be stored, since if requestor A has higher priority over requestor B, it follows 
that requestor B has a lower priority than requestor A.
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of a matrix arbiter which accepts 3 requestors (n is 3). The state of the 3-by-3 matrix

before the arbitration is shown in Figure 4.8(a). Here, requestor 3 has the highest priority,

since [3, 1] and [3, 2] are set. Requestor 1 has the second highest priority as [1, 2] is set,

and requestor 2 has the lowest priority. In this example arbitration, requestors 2 and 3 are

both contending for the resource. The matrix arbiter hence consults the matrix, and grants

the resource to requestor 3, as it has higher priority. Being the winner, requestor 3’s prior-

ity now needs to be set as the lowest among all requestors. Row 3 is thus cleared and col-

umn 3 set, resulting in a matrix shown in Figure 4.8(b), where now, requestor 1 has the

highest priority and requestor 3 has the lowest.

The gate-level design of a n:1 matrix arbiter which handles n requestors is sketched in

Figure 4.9. An arbiter has n grant circuits, each determining if a requestor should be

granted, i.e., if the requestor holds the highest priority among all requestors. The grant sig-

nals then feed update circuits, which updates matrix priorities. Figure 4.9(a) sketches the

components of a matrix arbiter which contributes to its latency, tmat, i.e. the delay from

when requests are presented till when the grant signals are ready to be sampled. tmat tracks

the request signals, which fan out to n grant circuits, each contributing delay through an

AOI and a -input AND gate. For efficiency, the -input AND gate is modelled as a log

tree of 4-input NOR and NAND gates. The grant signals then fan out to n update circuits.

Applying the theory of logical effort for estimating delay, we derive the latency tmat

through effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay ( ) of a n:1 matrix arbiter as

shown in (EQ. 4.3).

n
2
--- n

2
---

Tefftmat
Tpartmat
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Figure 4.9: A sketch of the gate-level design of a matrix arbiter which handles n requests.
(a) shows the grant circuits which generates if each request should be granted. The delay
through a grant circuit constitutes the latency of a matrix arbiter (tarb). (b) shows an
instance of an update circuit which is responsible for updating matrix priorities after each
arbitration. The delay through an update circuit constitutes the overhead of a matrix arbiter
(harb)
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(EQ. 4.3)

The overhead of a matrix arbiter, hmat, is the delay incurred by the update circuit

drawn in Figure 4.9(b). Here, the update circuit takes as input the grant signals and uses

that to determine which row to clear and which column to set, updating the flip-flops hold-

ing the matrix priorities. Its delay is the delay of a 2-input NOR followed by a 3-input

NOR, and is derived in (EQ. 4.4).

(EQ. 4.4)
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Switch arbiter. The switch arbiter of a wormhole router determines which input port gets

the output port1 it requests for. Figure 4.10 sketches a switch arbiter with pi input ports

and po output ports. It consists of a pi:1 arbiter for each po. To ensure no requests are made

for output ports which are already held by other packets, the switch arbiter maintains the

status of each output port in a flip-flop and ANDs it with requests before they go through

to the pi:1 matrix arbiter.2 (EQ. 4.5) derives the effort delay ( ) and parasitic

delay ( ) of the components contributing to tSB, using that of the matrix arbiter

( , ).

Figure 4.10: A switch arbiter of a wormhole router. It consists of a pi:1 arbiter for each out-
put port po. The status of each output port is latched and fed to AND gates which filter out
requests for unavailable output ports.

1.We assume each input port requesting for just a single output port in a wormhole router, i.e. that 
the routing function returns just one output port. Hence, a switch arbiter instead of a switch alloca-
tor is used. This is reasonable even for adaptive routing functions, which can iterate and return 
another output port should the arbitration fails. Besides, it makes no difference to performance as 
we are adopting separable allocators.
2.The switch allocator of a VC router will not need to hold the status of switch ports, since switch 
passage is allocated on a flit-by-flit basis, and not held for the entire packet.
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(EQ. 4.5)

The overhead of a switch arbiter, hSB, is the same as that of a matrix arbiter, as shown

in (EQ. 4.6), as it is the delay involved in updating matrix priorities. The updating of the

status flip flops can proceed in parallel with the arbitration, since each output port will be

unavailable so long as there is at least one requestor for that output port.

(EQ. 4.6)

Crossbar. Figure 4.11 shows the design of a crossbar with pi input ports and po output

ports, and each port w bits wide. Select signals supplied by the switch arbiter direct the

connections between input and output ports. Critical-path delay comprises the fan-out of

select signals to the pi:1 multiplexers in the w bit-slices of the crossbar and the delay

through the multiplexer. (EQ. 4.7) derives the effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay
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( ) of a n:1 multiplexer. It is built in a log tree fashion, with 4:1 multiplexers, as

shown in Figure 4.12. Thus, latency of the n:1 multiplexer spans from the select signals

fanning out to all 4:1 multiplexers, and the delay through log4n levels of 4:1 multiplexers.

(EQ. 4.7)

Figure 4.11: A sketch of the gate-level design of a crossbar with pi input ports and po out-
put ports, each w bits wide.
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The latency tXB of a crossbar with pi input ports, each w bits wide is then derived in

(EQ. 4.8), using the delay and parasitic effort of a multiplexer as derived in (EQ. 4.7). The

crossbar do not contribute to overhead delay, as no state is kept. Hence, hXB is 0.

(EQ. 4.8)

Figure 4.12: A sketch of the design of a n:1 multiplexer. The n:1 multiplexer is realized as a
log tree of 4:1 multiplexers, with log4n levels.
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It should be noted that the proposed model does not take into account wire delay,

which is a significant delay component in the crossbar. To alleviate the impact this has on

simulation results, the crossbar pipeline stage is kept as a single pipeline stage, assuming it

requires all 20 τ4. This is a reasonable assumption for the small crossbar sizes considered

in the proposed model, as traversal, including wire delays, will fit comfortably within 20

τ4.1

4.4.4  Effect of parameters on wormhole router pipelines
Switch arbiter. Figure 4.13 graphs  the delay of the switch arbiter of a wormhole router

as we increase the number of physical switch ports p the arbiter has to handle. We see that

the delay of the switch arbiter can fit comfortably within a typical 20 τ4 clock, for up to 11

switch ports. Note that in a k-ary n-cube network, a network with n dimensions and k

nodes along each dimension, the number of switch ports needed is 2n+1, with a pair of

input and output ports per dimension in addition to the injection/ejection port. Hence, a

switch arbiter for a k-ary 5-cube can still fit within a 20 τ4 cycle. However, with a faster

Figure 4.13: Delay of a switch arbiter with varying numbers of physical channels (p). tSB is
shaded in black, while hSB is striped.

1.This assumption may not hold for the crossbars in Chien’s model  which require pv ports instead 
of p ports. In these cases, crossbar traversal may have to be pipelined into multiple stages.
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clock cycle of 10 τ4, a switch arbiter can only handle up to 5 ports (2-dimensional net-

works).

Crossbar. The effect of channel width, w, on the delay of a crossbar is graphed in Figure

4.14, and the effect of the number of physical channels, p, is similarly graphed in Figure

4.15. Both graphs show only a modest increase in delay. This is largely because our model

Figure 4.14: Effect of w, channel width, on the delay of a 5-port crossbar (tXB).

Figure 4.15: Effect of p, the number of physical channels, on the delay of a 32-bit crossbar
(tXB).
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does not factor in wire delays, which is a significant delay component in the crossbar. To

alleviate the impact this has on simulation results, the crossbar pipeline stage is kept as a

single pipeline stage, assuming it requires all 20 τ4. This is a reasonable assumption for

the small crossbar sizes considered in the proposed model, as traversal, including wire

delays, will fit within 20 τ4
1 easily.

Wormhole router pipelines. Figure 4.16 shows the wormhole router pipelines prescribed

by our delay model, assuming a typical clock cycle of 20 τ4 and varying the number of

physical channels, each 32-bit wide. As is evident, a wormhole router can fit within a 3-

stage pipeline for up to 11 physical channels, with routing and crossbar traversal each tak-

ing up one pipeline stage, and switch arbitration fitting easily within a 20 τ4 pipeline stage.

Figure 4.16: Effect of p, the number of physical channels on the pipelines of a wormhole
router, with each channel 32-bit wide. A typical clock cycle of 20 τ4 was assumed. Each bar
illustrates the router pipeline, with the shaded regions corresponding to the fraction of
clock cycle time used by each respective atomic module, and idle time left unfilled.

1.This assumption may not hold for the crossbars in Chien’s model  which require pv ports instead 
of p ports. In these cases, crossbar traversal may have to be pipelined into multiple stages.
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4.5  A pipelined delay model for virtual-channel routers

4.5.1  Canonical router architecture
The canonical router architecture for a virtual-channel router is shown in Figure 4.17. In

addition to pi, the number of physical input channels, po, the number of physical output

channels, w, the channel width or phit size, the additional parameter is v, the number of

virtual channels per physical channel. This architecture differs from the canonical router

architecture proposed in Chien’s model, adopting a more efficient design in which cross-

bar ports are shared across the virtual channels of a physical channel and allocated on a

flit-by-flit basis. We assume a pi-by-po crossbar, but in general, a virtual-channel router

has a npi-by-po crossbar, where n is between 1 and v.1

The flow of flits through the states of routing, virtual-channel allocation, switch allo-

cation and switch traversal in a virtual-channel router is depicted in Figure 4.18. Again,

we consider a two-flit packet, a head flit followed by a tail flit, flowing through a virtual-

channel router. In the virtual-channel router, there is a separate input queue and a separate

Figure 4.17: Canonical router micro-architecture of a virtual-channel router. Here, there are
p input controllers, each with routing logic, and virtual channel (vc) state and buffers for
the v virtual channels per physical channel. The architectures of the global virtual-channel
allocator and switch allocator vary with pi, po and v. The crossbar switch design is unaf-
fected by v, and varies only with pi, po and w.

1.Choosing n>1 gives better allocation efficiency, as there will be a lower probability of an idle 
input due to blocking.
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Figure 4.18: Flow of a flit through routing, virtual channel allocation, switch allocation and
switch traversal in a virtual-channel router.
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copy of the channel state (vc state) for each virtual channel. When the head flit of this

packet arrives at the input controller of the injection channel, its virtual-channel identifier

(VCID) field is decoded and the entire flit buffered in the appropriate flit queue. For

instance, the packet in our example is injected into input virtual channel 0 (vi=0) of the

injection channel, and buffered accordingly into queue 0. At this point, virtual channel 0

enters the routing state, and the destination field of the flit is sent to the routing logic,

which returns the output virtual channels {vo} (not physical channels) the packet may use.

In this example, we assume the routing logic returns {vo=e0, e1} for the eastern output

port.

Upon receipt of the output virtual channels, the state for vi is set to virtual-channel

allocation. Input virtual channel vi then sends its requests for desired output virtual chan-

nels to the global virtual-channel allocator, which collects all the requests from each vir-

tual channel of the input controllers and returns available output virtual channels to

successful requestors.

When vi is allocated an output virtual channel, say, output virtual channel 1 (vo=e1) of

the eastern port, the head flit consults the buffer count for vo and if there is a buffer avail-

able to hold the flit, it sends requests for the eastern output port to the global switch allo-

cator. Instead of reserving output ports for the entire duration of a packet, the switch

allocator of a virtual-channel router allocates crossbar passage to flits of different packets

on a cycle-by-cycle basis. Once this head flit secures passage through to the eastern output

port, it leaves for the crossbar switch and on to the next hop, with its VCID field overwrit-

ten with vo. The buffer count for vo is then decremented. At the same time, a credit con-

taining vi is returned to the previous hop, prompting the injection channel’s buffer count

for virtual channel 0 to be incremented.

When the subsequent tail flit arrives, it is enqueued into the buffer queue of input vir-

tual channel 0, as its VCID field is 0. It then inherits the output virtual channel vo reserved
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by its head flit, and submits a request to the global switch allocator for the eastern output

port if there are buffers available to hold it. Once it is granted crossbar passage, it informs

the virtual-channel allocator to release the reserved vo, and leaves for the next hop, with its

VCID field also updated to vo=1. Note that in this canonical architecture, the function of

multiplexing virtual channels onto a physical channel rests upon the switch allocator,

instead of the virtual channel controllers of Chien’s architecture.

4.5.2  Atomic modules and dependencies
As with the switch arbiter of a wormhole router, the allocators of a virtual-channel router

have to store priorities between requestors to ensure fair arbitration. Since these priorities

depend on the arbitration outcome, the allocator modules are best binned within a single

pipeline stage. In addition, as we choose to use separable allocators, the many wires con-

necting the two stages of arbiters will result in a large number of latches if the allocators

are placed across multiple pipeline stages.

Hence, Figure 4.19 shows the atomic modules of a virtual-channel router: the routing

logic, the virtual-channel allocator, the switch allocator, and the crossbar switch module.

It also shows the dependencies between these modules. A flit needs to know which virtual

channels to request for before it can move on to virtual-channel allocation, and it obtains

this information from the routing logic, thus the dependency of virtual-channel allocation

on routing logic. Thereafter, after securing a virtual channel, it arbitrates for a physical

channel through the switch allocator. Naturally, the flit needs to win the switch allocation

before it can traverse it. Chapter 5 will discuss how some of these dependencies can be

Figure 4.19: Atomic modules of a virtual-channel router, with dependencies shown as
arrows between them.

switch allocation crossbar traversalrouting virtual channel
allocation
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averted with speculation, to reduce the critical path of a virtual-channel router, and

improve its performance.

4.5.3  Specific router model: Derivation of parameterized delay equations
Virtual-channel allocator. The virtual-channel allocator resolves contention for output

virtual channels and grants them to input virtual channels. Our model assumes a separable

design for the virtual-channel allocator, in which the first stage of the allocator first selects

one fo the eligible output VCs. The winning requests from the first stage of allocation then

arbitrate for an output virtual channel in the second stage. Separable allocators admit a

simple implementation while sacrificing a small amount of allocation efficiency compared

to more complex approaches.

The complexity and latency of a virtual-channel allocator depends on the range of the

routing function. If the routing function returns a single virtual channel ( ), the vir-

tual-channel allocator needs only arbitrate among input virtual channels which are com-

peting for the same output virtual channel, as in Figure 4.20(a), since each input virtual

channel will only request for a single output virtual channel, rendering the first stage of

allocation unnecessary.

If the routing function is more general and returns any candidate virtual channels of a

single physical channel ( ), each of the arbiters now needs to arbitrate among v

possible requests in the first stage of the separable allocation, before forwarding to the

arbiters in the second stage, as in Figure 4.20(b). Using these restricted routing functions

requires iterating through the routing function upon each unsuccessful bid.1

If we use the most general routing function which returns all possible candidate virtual

channels of all physical channels ( ), this heaps on more responsibility onto the

virtual-channel allocator, which now needs to go through two stages of pv:1 arbiters on its

1.Note that for a deterministic router, the routing function which returns candidate virtual channels 
of a single physical channel ( ) is the most general possible.

R v→

R p→

R p→

R pv→
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critical path, as shown in Figure 4.20(c). In the subsequent derivations of  for these 3

routing functions, the key differences in their delay equations will be highlighted.

(EQ. 4.9) derives the effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay ( )

contributing to the latency  of a  virtual channel allocator. Latency

spans from when requests are AND with the status of the output virtual channel requested,

through the piv:1 matrix arbiter.

Figure 4.20: Complexity of a virtual-channel allocator, given routing functions with differ-
ent ranges. (a) Given a routing function which returns a single virtual channel ( ), the
virtual-channel allocator only needs a piv:1 arbiter for each output virtual channel. (b)
Given a routing function which returns virtual channels of a single physical channel
( ), the virtual-channel allocator needs the first stage of v:1 arbiters for each input vir-
tual channel, followed by a second stage of piv:1 arbiters for each output virtual channel.
(c) Given the most general routing function which returns candidate virtual channels of any
physical channels ( ), the first stage of a virtual-channel allocator needs a pov:1 arbi-
ter to handle the maximum pov output virtual channels desired by each input virtual chan-
nel, followed by a piv:1 arbiter for each output virtual channel. (pi, number of input switch
ports, and po, number of output switch ports = p, the number of physical ports in the router;
and v is the number of virtual channels per physical channel). For simplicity, the flip flops
storing the status of virtual channels and the AND gates used to filter requests to unavail-
able virtual channels are not shown.
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(EQ. 4.9)

The overhead of the  virtual-channel allocator, , is just the over-

head of the matrix arbiter, the delay involved in updating the matrix priorities, as shown in

(EQ. 4.10). The status flip flops can be updated in parallel with the arbitration, since an

output virtual channel will be unavailable so long as there exists a request for it, regardless

of which requestor wins.

(EQ. 4.10)

(EQ. 4.11) derives the effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay ( )

contributing to the latency  of a  virtual channel allocator. Here,

latency encompasses the delay through the AND gates, followed by the two stages of v:1

and piv:1 matrix arbiters. 
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(EQ. 4.11)

Again, the overhead of the  virtual-channel allocator, , is just the

overhead of the matrix arbiter, as shown in (EQ. 4.12).

(EQ. 4.12)

Next, (EQ. 4.13) derives the latency of the most general virtual-channel allocator,

. Its critical path weaves through the AND gates used to filter requests for

unavailable VCs, through the two allocation stages of pov:1 followed by piv:1 matrix arbi-

ters.
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(EQ. 4.13)

(EQ. 4.14) shows the overhead of a  virtual-channel allocator,

.

(EQ. 4.14)

Switch allocator. In a virtual-channel router, the switch is allocated on a cycle-by-cycle

basis, and not held throughout the duration of a packet. As a result, the switch allocator

needs not monitor the status of each output port. We again assume a separable design for

the switch allocator. Figure 4.21 shows the switch allocator of a virtual-channel router,

with a v:1 arbiter in the first stage of allocation determining which virtual channels of an
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input port get to bid for the output port of its output virtual channel, and a pi:1 arbiter for

each output port in the second stage. The grant signals from the first stage of v:1 arbiters

fan out to po v:1 multiplexers, each selecting whether the winning VC is requesting for its

specific output port or not. The latency of the switch allocator, , is thus the delay

through a v:1 matrix arbiter, whose grant signals fanout to the po v:1 multiplexers, fol-

lowed by the delay through a v:1 multiplexer, and finally through a pi:1 matrix arbiter.

(EQ. 4.15) shows the  and  components of , and as with the virtual-

channel allocators, the overhead of the switch allocator, , is just the overhead of the

matrix arbiter (EQ. 4.16).

Figure 4.21: A separable switch allocator for a virtual-channel router, with the first stage of
v:1 arbiters for each input port, and a second stage of pi:1 arbiters for each output port. The
grant signals of the v:1 arbiters select the output port request of the winning VC using po
v:1 multiplexers per input port, and forward it on to the second stage of pi:1 arbiters.
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(EQ. 4.15)

(EQ. 4.16)

4.5.4  Effect of parameters on virtual-channel router pipelines
Virtual-channel allocator. The delay of a virtual-channel allocator depends on the range

of the routing algorithm, and the number of physical and virtual channels, p and v. Figure

4.22 graphs the effect of varying v, while Figure 4.23 shows the delay of a virtual-channel

allocator with different numbers of physical channels (p). In both graphs, it is clear that

using a less general routing function results in lower delay for the virtual-channel alloca-

tor. In some configurations, the use of a less general routing function enables the entire

allocator to fit within a single clock cycle of 20 τ4.  For instance, in Figure 4.22, the allo-

cator of a router with 4 virtual channels for each of the 5 physical channels will not fit
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within a 20 τ4 cycle if a  routing function is used. Using a less general 

function lowers the latency of the virtual-channel allocator, and enables it to fit within a

cycle.

Figure 4.22: Effect of v, the number of virtual channels per physical channel, on the delay
of a virtual-channel allocator with 5 physical channels. The effect of different routing func-
tions is shown. Each bar graphs the total latency and overhead delays (tVC+hVC).

Figure 4.23: Effect of p, the number of physical channels, on the delay of a virtual-channel
allocator with 4 virtual channels per physical channel (tVC). The effect of different routing
functions ( , , ) on tVC is also graphed. Each bar represents the total
latency and overhead delays (tVC+hVC).
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Switch allocator. The switch allocator’s delay also depends on both p and v. Figure 4.24

shows the effect of varying v for a switch allocator for 5 physical ports. We see that a 5-

port switch allocator can fit within a clock cycle of 20 τ4 for up to 8 virtual channels per

physical channel. Figure 4.25 shows the effect of varying the number of physical ports (p),

keeping v to 4. Here, a switch allocator can fit within 20 τ4 for up to a k-ary 5-cube.

Figure 4.24: Effect of v on a 5-port switch allocator. tSL is shaded in black and hSL is
striped.

Figure 4.25: Effect of p on a switch allocator with v=4. tSL is shaded in black and hSL is
striped.
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Virtual-channel router pipelines. The pipelines prescribed by our model for a virtual-

channel router are shown in Figure 4.26. For a 2-dimensional virtual-channel router (5

physical channels) with a most general deterministic routing function ( ), and a

typical clock cycle of 20 τ4, 4 pipeline stages are sufficient for up to 8 virtual channels per

physical channel. Thus, for most practical numbers of virtual channels, a virtual-channel

router requires just one additional pipeline stage over a wormhole router. 

4.6  Model Validation
Synopsys Timing Analyzer.  The parameterized delay equations derived in our model are

listed in Table 4.1 and their delay estimates compared against that returned by the Synop-

sys timing analyzer in a 0.18 micron CMOS technology. In this process technology, a τ4 =

90ps, so a 20τ4 clock cycle is approximately 2ns, corresponding to a 500MHz clock.

Table 4.1 compares delay estimates for wormhole and virtual-channel routers with 5

32-bit wide physical channels (with 2 VCs each for virtual-channel routers) and a clock

Figure 4.26: Effect of v on the pipelines of a 5-port virtual-channel router, with each chan-
nel 32-bit wide, and a  routing function. A typical clock cycle of 20 τ4 was assumed.
Each bar illustrates the router pipeline, with the shaded regions corresponding to the frac-
tion of clock cycle time used by each respective atomic module, and idle time left unfilled.
The 3-stage pipeline of a wormhole router with the same parameters is graphed for refer-
ence.
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cycle of 20τ4 and shows that the projections of our delay model are close to that given by

Synopsys timing analyzer (within 1 τ4).

M-machine network router. The 5-million transistor Multi-ALU Processor (MAP) chip

is the core processing element of each node in the M-Machine multicomputer [Fil+95].

The design was first "taped out" on June 9, 1998, in a 0.7 micron process technology (τ4 =

237ps).

Its network fabric consists of a 2-dimensional mesh, with routers governed by dimen-

sion-ordered routing. The M-machine router consists of two planes, one routing packets

along the X-dimension, and another routing packets along the Y-dimension. If a packet is

turning from the X to the Y dimension, it gets switched through both planes. Otherwise, it

simply goes through a single routing plane and continues along the same dimension.

Table 4.1: Parameterized delay equations (in τ) for wormhole and virtual-channel 
routers.(1τ4 = 5τ)

p=5; w=32; v=2; 
clk=20τ4

Module Parametric delay equation (τ)
Model
(ti+hi) 

(τ4)

Synopsys
Timing

Analyzer
(τ4)

Wormhole router

Switch 
arbiter (SB) 8.8 9.2

Virtual-channel router
Virtual-channel 
allocator 
(VC: )

11.0 11.6

Virtual-channel 
allocator 
(VC: )

14.0 14.0

Virtual-channel 
allocator 
(VC: )

16.0 16.6

Switch
allocator 
(SL)

11.6 11.2

tSB p( ) 211
2
---log4pi 10 1

12
------+=

hSB p( ) 9=

R v→

tVC :R v→ p v,( ) 211
2
---log4piv 10 1

12
------+=

hVC :R v→ p v,( ) 9=

R p→

tVC :R p→ p v,( ) 161
2
---log4v 211

2
---log4piv 165

6
---++=

hVC :R p→ p v,( ) 9=

R pv→

tVC :R pv→ p v,( ) 161
2
---log4pov 211

2
---log4piv 165

6
---++=

hVC : R pv→ p v,( ) 9=

tSL p v,( ) 311
2
---log4v 5log4po 161

2
---log4piv 81

2
---+ + +=

hSL p v,( ) 9=
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The number of physical channels switched by each plane is thus 2 (p=2), either the

channel heading along the same dimension, or towards the turn buffers housing packets

turning into the next dimension. The number of virtual channels per physical channel is 2

(v=2). The virtual-channel and switch allocators in the MAP chip are separable, and the

arbiters used in these allocators are simple token-circulating arbiter chains [Wha99].

Table 4.2 compares the virtual-channel and switch allocator delays as prescribed by

our model with the actual delays experienced in the MAP chip, and finds them to be close

(within 1τ4). Though the arbiter chosen in our delay model differs from that used in the

MAP chip, and our model does not take into account wire delays, this demonstrates that

delay estimates given by our model are realistic and close to that of practical routers.

4.7  Comparison with related work
Unit-router-latency model. The unit-router-latency model is widely used in literature for

evaluating different router designs, with researchers assuming a single cycle of router

latency. However, since most practical routers are heavily pipelined, with router latency of

several cycles, the unit-router-latency model is unrealistic, and significantly underesti-

mates network latency.

More importantly, assuming a single cycle of router latency also overestimates

netowrk throughput. In current flow control methods, the buffer turnaround time depends

on router pipeline delay, wire propagation delay and credit propagation delay (See Section

1.3 on page 6 for a detailed explanation). So, the longer the router pipeline, the longer the

Table 4.2: Delay estimates prescribed by our model for the M-machine router, as 
compared to the actual delay experienced.

Module
Model

(τ4)
M-Machine router

(τ4)
Virtual-channel 
allocator 9.5

Switch
allocator 9.5

tVC:R p→ p 2 v 2=,=( ) 9.3=

tSL p 2 v 2=,=( ) 8.7=
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delay between successive buffer reuse, and the lower the throughput. Thus, assuming a

single cycle of router latency not only underestimates network latency, it also overesti-

mates network throughput. Simulations based on the unit-router-latency model (See Chap-

ter 7) confirm dramatic latency and throughput inaccuracies.

Chien’s model. Chien [Chi93, Chi98] first noted the need for router delay models which

consider implementation complexity, and proposed a router model for wormhole and vir-

tual-channel routers. Chien’s model uses the router architecture of Figure 4.27, which was

employed in the Torus Routing Chip [DalSei86], for all routers regardless of the flow con-

trol method employed. It defines per-hop router latency as the total delay of the functions

on the critical path through address decoding, routing, crossbar arbitration, crossbar tra-

versal, and virtual channel allocation. Through detailed gate-level design and analysis, the

delay of these functions are expressed in parameterized equations which are then

grounded in a 0.8 micron CMOS process. By substituting the parameters of a given router

into Chien’s equations, a designer can obtain estimates of router latency.

Chien’s model, however, has several significant shortcomings. First, it does not

account for pipelining, assuming instead that the entire critical path fits within a single

clock cycle. Second, this model assumes that the crossbar must provide a separate port for

each virtual channel. This causes the crossbar and its arbitration and traversal latency to

Figure 4.27: Canonical router architecture proposed in Chien’s model. The parameters of the delay model
are P, the number of ports on the crossbar; F, the number of output route choices; and V, the number of vir-
tual channels per physical channel.
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grow very rapidly with the number of virtual channels. Most real routers, on the other

hand, share one or a few crossbar ports across the virtual channels associated with a single

physical channel.

Duato & Lopez’s model. Duato and Lopez [DuaLop94] extended Chien’s model to pipe-

lined routers. It defines a fixed three-stage pipeline consisting of a routing stage, that con-

tains the address decode, routing, and arbitration functions of Chien’s model; a switching

stage that includes the crossbar traversal, and a channel stage that includes the virtual

channel allocation and the inter-node delay.

Like Chien’s model, it assumes that clock cycle time depends solely on router latency.

In practice, however, routers are heavily pipelined, making cycle time largely independent

of router latency. Typically, router designers have to work within the limits of a clock

cycle that is determined by factors beyond the router, such as the fundamental limits of

chip-to-chip signalling [Bol93], or the processor clock cycle. A realistic delay model must

work in an environment where the cycle time is fixed and the number of pipeline stages

variable, rather than assuming a fixed number of pipeline stages and varying the clock

cycle time.

Miller & Najjar’s extension. Miller and Najjar [MilNaj97] extended Duato and Lopez’s

model for virtual cut-through routers, modifying the parameterized delay equation for

flow control to include the parameter B, the number of buffers in that input queue. It is still

based on the same micro-architecture and timing assumptions defined in Chien’s and

Duato and Lopez’s models though.
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4.8  Summary
Accurate models of routers enable architects to tune router parameters for optimum per-

formance before starting detailed design. In this chapter we have presented a model of

router delay that realistically accounts for pipelining and propose pipelines that are

matched to flow control methods. The model uses technology-independent parametric

equations for delay that are derived from detailed gate-level designs. Given the type of

flow control and key parameters (number of physical channels, number of virtual chan-

nels, and phit size), the model gives the overall latency of the router in technology-inde-

pendent units, and the number of pipeline stages as a function of the cycle time.

We applied this model to wormhole and virtual-channel routers, and found that vir-

tual-channel routers require just one additional pipeline stage over wormhole routers for

most practical numbers of virtual channels used to date, contrary to the findings of previ-

ous models. In the next chapter, we will carry this further, and discuss the use of specula-

tion to shorten the pipeline of a VC router down to that of a wormhole router.
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Chapter 5

A Speculative Virtual-Channel Router

Practical observation commonly consists of collecting a few facts and 
loading them with guesses.

- Anonymous

5.1  Introduction
Flits of a packet typically enter a router through an input port, proceed through a series of

router functions in order, and then leave through an output port. The outputs of each router

function feed the inputs of subsequent router functions, forming a serial chain through

which flits flow through. The delay model proposed in Chapter 3 describes this flow of

data from a function to another a dependency. Hence, when function A has to wait for the

outputs of function B before it can proceed, A is dependent upon B.

In a virtual-channel router, a head flit has to ensure it has reserved an output virtual

channel for the packet before it can request for its own passage through the crossbar and

leave for the next hop. There hence exists a dependency between virtual-channel alloca-

tion and switch allocation. This serializes the arbitration of a virtual channel and the

switch, significantly increasing the latency of a virtual-channel router.

A speculative virtual-channel router removes this dependency. It assumes a flit will

succeed in its virtual-channel allocation, and proceeds to request for crossbar switch pas-

sage in parallel. If the flit is indeed granted an output virtual channel, it can immediately

traverse the crossbar and leave for the next hop if it won the switch arbitration too. If the

speculation turns out to be incorrect, the switch passage is simply wasted. This greatly

shortens the critical path of a virtual-channel router, potentially shrinking the router pipe-
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line. A shorter router pipeline results in lower network latency and greater throughput due

to quicker buffer turnaround.

To avoid any negative impact on throughput, a speculative virtual-channel router

should be conservative, prioritizing non-speculative requests over speculative ones. Thus,

a speculative switch request will never be granted if there are other non-speculative

requests, and crossbar switch slots will never be wasted if there are non-speculative flits

waiting to use it.

The delay model for pipelined routers is applied to speculative virtual-channel routers,

with canonical pipelines developed, gate-level parameterized delay equations derived and

pipeline depth determined. Based on the pipeline designs prescribed by the model, we

evaluated the performance of speculative virtual-channel routers with detailed Verilog

code. Our results show that a speculative virtual-channel router can achieve the same zero-

load latency as a wormhole router, but with 40% higher throughput. In addition to lower-

ing the latency of a conventional virtual-channel router, a speculative virtual-channel

router also extends network throughput, with its faster recycling of buffers.

Section 5.2 goes through the various steps of the proposed model, using it to explore

the effect of various parameters on the delay of speculative virtual-channel routers. Sec-

tion 5.3 then compares the use of speculation with other techniques which also averts

dependencies for the purpose of shortening router pipelines. The chapter is then summa-

rized in Section 5.4.

5.2  A pipelined delay model for speculative virtual-channel routers

5.2.1  Canonical router architecture
In a conventional virtual-channel router, a flit moves through routing, virtual-channel allo-

cation, switch allocation and the switch traversal states, in order. In a speculative virtual-

channel router, however, the switch allocator speculatively assumes that a packet will suc-
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Figure 5.1: Flow of a flit through a speculative virtual-channel router.
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ceed in obtaining a free output virtual channel from the virtual-channel allocator, and thus,

proceed to request for the desired output port1 before it has secured an output virtual chan-

nel. The virtual-channel allocation and speculative switch allocation states thus proceed in

parallel, as shown in the flow diagram in Figure 5.1. For a two-flit packet, a head flit fol-

lowed by a tail flit, while the head flit’s input virtual channel vi is submitting its requests

for desired output ports {vo} to the virtual-channel allocator, it will at the same time send

its request for the eastern output port po to the speculative switch allocator, flagging the

switch request as speculative. To avoid any impact on throughput, the speculative switch

allocator needs to prioritize non-speculative requests over speculative ones. Hence, if no

other non-speculative packets are requesting for the eastern output port, and this packet

wins the arbitration among speculative requests, the speculative switch allocator will grant

the eastern output port to the head flit, which will leave for the crossbar if it is also granted

an output virtual channel, vo and vo has enough buffers to hold the flit on the next hop.

Should the speculation be incorrect, the crossbar passage reserved will simply be wasted.

The subsequent tail flit will still send requests to the speculative switch allocator, but its

request will be flagged as non-speculative, since it has already inherited the vo reserved by

its head flit.

Figure 5.2: Atomic modules and dependencies of a speculative virtual-channel router. The
dependency between virtual-channel allocation and switch allocation is removed with
speculation.

1.For a deterministic router, there is a single desired output port. Thus, the objective of the specula-
tive switch allocator is straight-forward: bid for this single output port. In an adaptive router, the 
speculative switch allocator can either bid for all desired output ports returned by the routing func-
tion, and only permit crossbar passage if the output port granted matches that granted by the vir-
tual-channel allocator; or the routing function may be limited to returning only a single output port 
( ), and packets reiterates through the routing process upon failure to obtain a free output vir-
tual channel.

speculative switch allocation

crossbar traversalrouting

virtual channel allocation

R p→
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5.2.2  Atomic modules and dependencies
A speculative virtual-channel router removes the dependency between the virtual-channel

allocation and switch allocation modules, and cuts down on its critical path delay, as

shown in Figure 5.2. Here, a flit needs to secure a routing decision before it can proceed

on to virtual-channel allocation and switch allocation in parallel. And it needs to be

granted both an output virtual channel and a switch port before it can traverse the crossbar

and leave for the next hop.

5.2.3  Specific router model: Derivation of parameterized equations
Speculative switch allocator.  The speculative switch allocator needs to ensure non-spec-

ulative requests have higher priority over speculative ones. A way to achieve this is shown

in Figure 5.3, where two switch allocators handle non-speculative and speculative

requests in parallel, and successful non-speculative requests are selected over speculative

ones.

(EQ. 5.1) derives the effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay ( ) contributing

to the latency  of a speculative switch allocator. Here, latency encompasses the

latency through a switch allocator, , followed by the 2:1 multiplexer which selects

grant signals from the switch allocator handling non-speculative requests over that han-

dling speculative ones. Note that the pi-bit NOR which feeds the select signals of the 2:1

multiplexers is not on the critical path, since request signals instead of grant signals can

feed the NOR gate, as an output port will be granted to non-speculative requests as long as

there exists at least one non-speculative request for that output port.

TeffSS
TparSS

tSS

tSL
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Figure 5.3: Sketch of the design of a speculative switch allocator, which consists of two
switch allocators, one handling speculative requests, and one handling non-speculative
requests. The grant signals from these two switch allocators are then multiplexed and
selected depending on whether there are non-speculative requests for each output port.
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(EQ. 5.1)

The overhead of the speculative switch allocator is the delay involved in updating

matrix priorities, minus the delay through the multiplexers, as updating can commence

once grant signals are stable.  is derived as shown in (EQ. 5.2). Note that essentially,

, as , but .
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5.2.4  Effect of parameters on speculative virtual-channel router pipelines
Speculative switch allocator. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 graph the effect of v and p respectively

on the delay of the speculative switch allocator. The total delay (tSS+hSS) of the specula-

tive switch allocator is the same as that of the non-speculative switch allocator. Thus, sim-

ilarly, a 5-port speculative switch allocator can fit within a 20 τ4 clock cycle for up to 8

virtual channels per physical channel, and for up to 11 physical channels, a speculative

Figure 5.4: Effect of v on the delay of a speculative switch allocator with 5 ports. tSS is
shaded in black, while hSS is shown striped.

Figure 5.5: Effect of p on the delay of a speculative switch allocator with v virtual channels
per physical channel. Latency delay, tSS, is shaded in black, and overhead, hSS, is striped.
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switch allocator with 4 virtual channels per physical channel can still fit within a single

pipeline stage of 20 τ4.

Speculative virtual-channel router pipelines. Figure 5.6 graphs the effect of speculation

on a virtual-channel router pipeline. For up to 4 virtual channels per physical channel, a 2-

dimensional speculative virtual-channel router can fit within the same 3-stage pipeline as

a wormhole router, effectively reducing the latency of a virtual-channel router down to

that of a wormhole router. Also, it is clear that the use of speculation to shrink a router’s

critical path does translate to shorter pipelines for speculative virtual-channel routers. A

speculative virtual-channel router with 32 virtual channels per physical channel needs one

fewer pipeline stage (4 stages) than a non-speculative one (See Figure 4.26 on Page 89).

Figure 5.6: Effect of v on the pipelines of a speculative virtual-channel router, with 5 physi-
cal channels, each 32-bit wide. The router is governed by the  routing function and a
typical clock cycle of 20 τ4 was assumed. Each bar illustrates the router pipeline, with the
shaded regions corresponding to the fraction of clock cycle time used by each respective
atomic module, and idle time left unfilled. The 3-stage pipeline of a wormhole router is
graphed for reference.
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5.3  Comparison with related work
Speculation is a micro-architectural technique for shortening the critical path, leveraging

on dependencies which can be removed. Look-ahead routing [Gal96] is another approach

which has been proposed for reducing router latency. It removes the dependency between

routing and subsequent modules such as virtual-channel allocation, by performing routing

at the previous router. Each router thus determines the output port that a packet should

request for at the next router. When a packet arrives, its output port has already been deter-

mined, and it can move straight on to virtual-channel allocation.

By offloading circuitry delay from the critical path, speculation enables virtual-chan-

nel router delay to scale in a fashion contrary to that estimated by Chien’s model [Chi98].

Note that the canonical architecture adopted in Chien’s model does not permit virtual-

channel and switch allocation to be performed in parallel. Speculation as described in this

chapter is thus not applicable to the canonical architecture of Chien’s model.

5.4  Summary
Motivated by the delay model proposed in this thesis, we uncovered a more efficient

micro-architecture for virtual-channel routers, which optimistically arbitrates for the

crossbar switch in parallel with allocating an output virtual channel. Because non-specula-

tive crossbar requests are given priority over speculative ones, the speculation is conserva-

tive, i.e., it will never reduce router performance. This speculative architecture reduces a

virtual-channel router’s pipeline to that of a wormhole router, effectively lowering the

zero-load latency of a virtual-channel network to that of a wormhole network.
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Chapter 6

A Pipelined Delay Model for Flit-Reservation Routers

A theory must be tempered with reality.
- Jawaharlal Nehru

6.1  Introduction
While flow control policy determines the potential performance of an interconnection

network, the actual achievable network latency and throughput hinges on the router micro-

architecture. A well-designed router micro-architecture will realize the benefits of a flow

control protocol, while a badly-designed micro-architecture can add needless delay to a

router, and result in poor performance.

In this chapter, we apply the delay model proposed in Chapter 3 to flit-reservation

flow control, and derived a pipelined delay model for flit-reservation routers. With this

model, designers of flit-reservation routers can easily consider implementation complexity

and delay. Analysis of the delay of a flit-reservation router with different parameters can

also be carried out with ease. Besides, the model establishes that flit-reservation flow con-

trol can be implemented without excessive overhead.

In line with the steps detailed in the proposed delay model, we first define the canoni-

cal router architecture of a flit-reservation router in Section 6.2. Next, in Section 6.3, the

atomic modules of the micro-architecture are identified, and their dependences outlined.

Here, we again see the opportunity of using speculation to avert certain dependencies, and

shorten the critical path of a flit-reservation router. Section 6.4 then sketches the detailed

gate-level designs of each module of a flit-reservation router, and derives their parameter-

ized delay equations.
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The effect of different parameters on the pipeline of a flit-reservation router is

explored in Section 6.5. We found that with speculation, a flit-reservation router with 2

VCs can fit within a 3-stage pipeline, and have the same router delay as a wormhole

router. For up to 32 VCs per physical channel, a flit-reservation router still fits comfort-

ably within 40τ4, requiring just one additional pipeline stage over wormhole routers. We

also found that the speculative switch allocator is the module which contributes the most

delay, and that the delay of the scheduling circuits is not significant. As a result, varying

the scheduling horizon or the number of schedulers operating in parallel has little impact

on the overall pipeline of a flit-reservation router.

The rationale behind various micro-architectural design decisions is then discussed in

Section 6.6. For instance, instead of having multiple schedulers look at all time slots

across the scheduling horizon when scheduling their data flits, we have the schedulers

examine alternating time slots in parallel. This not only eliminates the need to handle con-

flicting schedules, it also allows effective parallelization of the scheduling, and reduces

the latency. To end off the chapter, Section 6.7 summarizes the results we derived from

applying the model to flit-reservation flow control.

6.2  Canonical router architecture
The canonical router architecture of a flit-reservation router is shown in Figure 6.1. It con-

sists of a control input controller which handles the control traffic arriving at each input

port, a data input controller which orchestrates the movements of incoming data flits at

every input port, and corresponding control and data crossbars. Control arbitration is han-

dled by the global virtual-channel allocator, while the global data scheduler takes charge

of data scheduling. The flow of control and data flits through a flit-reservation router is

depicted in Figure 6.2.
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When a control flit arrives, the control input controller first buffers it into the appropri-

ate virtual-channel queue based on its VCID. At the same time, the arrival time stamps it

carries are forwarded to the data input controller so that the arrival times of its data flits

can be noted and stored in the input scheduling state. As in a virtual-channel router, a con-

trol head flit goes through routing and virtual-channel allocation. It submits the output vir-

tual channels {vo} returned by the routing logic to the global virtual-channel allocator.

Figure 6.1: Canonical router architecture of a flit-reservation router. Arrows drawn in bold
correspond to aggregate requests or responses of all input ports.
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Figure 6.2: Flow of a control flit through a flit-reservation router.
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When granted, an output virtual channel vo is held for the entire packet, inherited by sub-

sequent control body and tail flits, and only released when the tail flit leaves.

Next, control flits at the head of virtual channels submit requests to the global data

scheduler. Each request contains the timestamps of data flits led by the control flit

( ) and vo. The global data scheduler first resolves contention among control flits

of different input virtual channels heading for the same physical output channel by chan-

neling them through a switch allocator. Note that the switch allocator in the global data

scheduler allocates both control switch passage and data flit scheduling. Hence, a control

flit which won switch allocation wins the passage from the input port of the control cross-

bar to the output port. It also wins the right to schedule its data flits from the input port of

the data crossbar through the granted output port. No other data flit from the same input

port will be scheduled this cycle.

At each output port, data output scheduling proceeds in parallel, with a scheduler for

each data flit.1 Each data output scheduler checks OutputChannelFree, InputChannelFree

and BufferCount, and schedules the earliest possible departure time, td, for its data flit, as

dictated by the flit-reservation protocol. The data input and output channels are then

flagged as unavailable at td and the number of data buffers decremented from td+tp

onwards.

Each successful data reservation prompts the sending of a data credit <vo, td> to the

previous node. The control input controller keeps track of the number of successful reser-

vations made by the global data scheduler. Once a control flit has scheduled all its data

flits, it leaves for the next hop, carrying with it the updated arrival timestamps. At the

same time, a control credit is returned to the previous router, indicating the release of the

1.This architecture assumes a data output scheduler for each data flit led by a control flit, i.e. s=d. 
This need not be the case. If s is smaller than d, the control flit first schedules s out of d data flits in 
parallel, before scheduling the next s data flits, till all d data flits have been scheduled. If s is larger 
than d, we can have multiple control flits being scheduled simultaneously.

ta1
… tad
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control buffer it resided in. If a control flit has only partially scheduled its data flits, a

pseudo control flit containing vo and just the timestamp(s) of data flits scheduled this cycle

is sent. A pseudo control flit’s sole purpose is to serve notice of data flit arrival, so data

flits can be suitably received and buffered at the next router even if their control flit has

not yet arrived. A pseudo control flit thus does not go through routing or scheduling, and

is discarded once its timestamp(s) are extracted for the data input controller upon arrival at

the next node. Also, the departure of a pseudo control flit does not trigger the sending of a

control credit.

Every successful reservation is forwarded on to the data input scheduler, which

orchestrates actual data movements. It stores the scheduled movements (data flit arrival

and departure times, and departing output port) in the input scehduling state. At each

cycle, the scheduling state from each data input scheduler is read and used to configure the

data crossbar switches, connecting input data ports to the appropriate output ports. The

BufferIn and BufferOut fields of the input scheduling state dictate the data buffer read and

write addresses at each cycle. If a data flit will be arriving at the next cycle, a free data

buffer is assigned to the incoming data flit, and its address is loaded on the data buffer

write address lines. So, when the data flit arrives, it will be written into its assigned data

buffer. Similarly, just before the scheduled departure time of a data flit, its buffer address

will be loaded onto the data buffer read address lines, so the data flit can be read and for-

warded to the data crossbar, and on to the next router at its scheduled departure time.

6.3  Atomic modules and dependencies
The atomic modules and associated dependencies of a flit-reservation router are shown in

Figure 6.3(a). The data output and input scheduling modules are atomic, as they contain

scheduling state which is dependent on the outcome of scheduling. As for dependencies, a

control head flit needs to go through routing to determine the output virtual channels it
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should request for. It then requests for these virtual channels and on successfully obtaining

one, moves on to data output scheduling. When the control flit has scheduled the departure

times of all data flits it lead, it moves on through the control crossbar and on to the next

node. Its reservations are then acted upon with the data crossbar switches set appropriately

in data input scheduling, before its scheduled data flits can move on.

As in a virtual-channel router, speculation can similarly be used in a flit-reservation

router to avert dependencies. Again, we assume requests for virtual channels will succeed.

Control flits then simultaneously attempt to schedule their data flits. Should both requests

succeed, the control flit can then move straight on through the control crossbar. To avoid

any negative impact on throughput, conservative speculation is used, and non-speculative

data scheduling requests are prioritized over speculative ones. In addition, since the output

virtual channel is not known, a speculative data scheduling request can only use departure

time slots where there are buffers available in every output virtual channel at td+tp. Figure

Figure 6.3: Atomic modules and dependencies of (a) a non-speculative flit-reservation
router, and (b) a speculative flit-reservation router. The critical path of the control flit are
drawn in solid lines, while the critical path of the data flit are dotted-lined.
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6.3(b) shows how speculation shortens the critical path of a speculative flit-reservation

router.

The micro-architecture of a speculative flit-reservation router is similar to that of a

non-speculative one. In the global data scheduler, a speculative switch allocator is used in

place of a non-speculative one, and buffers need to be available in every output virtual

channel of that physical channel for the slot to be an eligible one. Also, reservations are

not committed to the output scheduling state unless the speculative control flit also suc-

ceeds in virtual-channel allocation. As in a speculative virtual-channel router, the control

input controller checks if a control flit has secured an output virtual channel and success-

fully scheduled its data flits before it dequeues a control flit and sends it through the con-

Figure 6.4: The global data scheduler in a flit-reservation router.
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trol crossbar. Note that from hence on, the modelling of the flit-reservation router assumes

a speculative design.

6.4  Specific router model: Derivation of parameterized equations
Global Data Scheduler. The data scheduler in a flit-reservation router is responsible for

scheduling the departure times of data flits, given requests by control flits. A sketch of the

design of the global data scheduler is shown in Figure 6.4. The global data scheduler

receives requests from control flits of each input virtual channel and returns the scheduled

departure times of data flits, if successful. The control flits first go through speculative

switch allocation to determine which control flit gets to schedule its data flits at the

desired output port. The grant signals from the speculative switch allocator select the

request string of the successful control flit and forward it to the data output scheduler at

each output port.

We use the same walk-through example in Chapter 2, shown again here in Figure 6.5,

where we have a control flit trying to schedule a data flit arriving from the West channel at

cycle 9 and heading towards the East channel. Here, the control flit requests for the East

channel, and is granted by the switch allocator. It thus proceeds on to data output schedul-

ing.

Our design assumes a scheduler for each data flit led by a control flit, i.e. s=d. Each

scheduler is responsible for hs/s time slots. For instance, if a control flit leads 2 data flits

(d=2), we have two schedulers (s=2), each responsible for a data flit. One of the schedul-

ers will examine odd time slots (t=1,3,5,..), while the other will examine even time slots

(t=0,2,4,6,...). Thus, one data flit can only depart on odd time slots, while the other can

only depart on even time slots. So, for each data flit, the control flit sends a hs/s-bit string,

where bit 0 represents time i for scheduler i, bit 1 represents time i+s and so on. A bit is set
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if the data flit would have arrived by then, and if the input port to the crossbar switch is

available at that time.

The data output scheduler for each output port takes this request string, and first fac-

tors in the availability of the output port/channel and buffers.1 The resulting output string

indicates if time slot t is an eligible departure time slot for the data flit being scheduled

(i.e., that the data flit has arrived, that the crossbar input port is available, that the output

channel is free and that there is a buffer available to house this data flit from when it

arrives at the next hop onwards). Note that if the request is speculative, a time slot t is only

eligible if there is a buffer available in every output virtual channel to house this data flit

when it arrives.

Returning to our example, the data flit would have arrived and be ready to depart from

cycle 10 onwards, while the western input port to the crossbar is already assigned in cycles

10 and 15. These are reflected in the data_flit_arrived & input_port_available requests

shown in Figure 6.6. As for the Eastern output port, a buffer is available to house a flit

departing from cycle 12 onwards, and the output channel is free except in cycle 10. This

status is stored in channel_free & buffer_available, which is AND with the input request

to form the eligible signals. As s=2, we have two ExtendFirstOne circuits, scheduling the

two data flits that a control flit can lead.2 The first ExtendFirstOne circuit looks at the

even bits, while the second ExtendFirstOne circuit looks at the odd bits. These circuits

determine the departure time of the data flit. In our example, the data flit is scheduled to

depart at cycle 12.

1.The data output scheduler which handles the second data flit assumes that the one which handles 
the first data flit will succeed, and thus checks for the case where BufferCount > 1. Similarly, the 
scheduler which handles the third data flit will assume the previous scheduler succeeds, and checks 
for BufferCount > 2.
2.In our example, the control flit leads just one data flit. The second ExtendFirstOne circuit is thus 
not utilized.
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Figure 6.5: (a) The output scheduling state before a control flit schedules a data flit arriving
from the West channel at cycle 9 and leaving via the East channel. Since the input and out-
put channels are occupied at cycle 10, the next slot, cycle 11 is examined. The channel is
free at cycle 11, but there aren’t any free buffers left on the next node when the flit arrives at
cycle 12. Thus, cycle 11 is also invalid. The data flit is finally scheduled to leave at cycle 12.
(b) Here, the output scheduling state has been updated to reflect the departure of the data
flit at cycle 12. The channel is marked busy; and the number of free buffers on the next
node decremented from cycle 13 onwards. (c) In the input scheduling state, buffer 5 is allo-
cated for the data flit when it arrives at cycle 9 and linked to the East output channel at
cycle 12. Buffer 5 is also marked as occupied after it is allocated. The shaded regions
reflect the updates. (d) Timeline showing the scheduled movements of the data flit.
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Figure 6.6: For the walkthrough example, we show how the input requests, and output sta-
tus signals are generated and fed to the ExtendFirstOne circuits to determine the departure
time of the data flit. Once the departure time is scheduled, debit signals are generated and
used by the UpdateBufferCount circuits to decrement the number of buffers available at the
next hop. The ExtendLastZero circuit then generates if buffers are available from that time
onwards to form the buffer_available signals.
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The checking and updating of buffer counts lie on the critical path of the output data

scheduler. We hence focus on these circuits, rather than the ones which generate the actual

departure time slot.1 Recall from Chapter 2 that once a departure time td is scheduled, the

buffer count of that virtual channel needs to be decremented from time td onwards. We

hence use a ExtendFirstOne circuit, which will return a string with a 1 from time td

onwards. The bits of this string form the debit signals to the UpdateBufferCount circuit,

indicating if buffer count should be decremented at this time slot.

These debits are updated at the next cycle, while the control flits are going through

switch allocation. Given the previous granted output virtual channel (from the global vir-

tual allocator), the debit signals are routed to the appropriate UpdateBufferCount circuit.

A UpdateBufferCount circuit is responsible for updating the number of free buffers avail-

able for its output virtual channel at time t. It subtracts the debits from the current buffer

count, adds in the credit signal if received, and returns if the new buffer count is 0 at that

time.

The outputs of the UpdateBufferCount circuits are fed to the ExtendLastZero circuit,

which returns a 1 at bit t if there are buffers available from time t onwards to the schedul-

ing horizon hs. These signals2 are then AND with the channel status (OutputChannelFree)

and thereafter with the input request signals to form the eligible signals for the ExtendFir-

stOne circuit.

Continuing our example, the debit signals are fed into UpdateBufferCount circuits for

VC 0 to decrement the number of buffers available at the next node from cycle 12

onwards. Next, the ExtendLastZero circuit generates if A_buffer_is_available_from_

1.The circuits generating the actual departure time are very similar. Instead of a ExtendFirstOne 
circuit, a FindFirstOne circuit is used instead, which returns a bit string with just a single bit td set 
to 1, and all other bits 0.
2.The outputs of ExtendLastZero circuit are shifted by tp before they are AND with the channel sta-
tus, since the buffer count at td+tp is the one of interest, not the buffer count at td.
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this_time_onwards. In our example, after scheduling this data flit, there will no longer be

enough buffers at cycle 12. Thus, buffers are only available from cycle 13 onwards.

The critical path delay of the global data scheduler is the longer of the delay of two

paths, one through the speculative switch allocator and the other through the Update-

BufferCount and ExtendLastZero circuits, followed by the right portion of the output data

Figure 6.7: A 16-bit ExtendFirstOne circuit, with a 2-level log-tree of 4-input ORs. The OR
gates shown in bold are those on the critical path.
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scheduler containing the ExtendFirstOne circuit. We will describe each of the component

circuits in turn, sketching their gate-level design and deriving parameterized equations of

their delay, before finally, deriving paramterized delay equations for , the latency of

the global data scheduler.

ExtendFirstOne. The ExtendFirstOne circuit takes as input a n-bit string, scans the string

from the least significant 0th bit to the most significant (n-1)th bit, till the first 1 is found

at the ith bit. The circuit then returns a n-bit string with zeroes from bits 0 to i-1, and ones

from bits i to n-1. For instance, if the input string is an 8-bit string 10010100 (n=8), the

ExtendFirstOne circuit will scan from bit 0 to bit 7, find the first 1 at the 2nd bit (i=2), and

returns 11111100, an 8-bit string with zeroes from bits 0 to 1, and ones from bits 2 to 7. 

Our design of the ExtendFirstOne circuit is sketched in Figure 6.7. Essentially, each

bit j in the output string is an OR of bits 0 to j in the input string. Our design uses 4-input

OR gates1 chained in a logarithmic-tree fashion, with each OR gate fanning out to 3 sig-

nals: an output, the OR-chain of the next 3 outputs, and the next level of the log-tree. For

instance, the OR gate for inputs i0, i1, i2, i3 fans out to output signal o3, the OR-chain for

output signals o4, o5 and o6, and the next level of the log-tree. Hence, in a generalized n-

bit ExtendFirstOne circuit, we will have log4n levels in the log tree of 4-input OR gates,

with each OR gate having a fan-out of 3, except for the final level at the leaf of the tree.

(EQ. 6.1) derives the effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay ( ) contribut-

ing to the latency  of an ExtendFirstOne circuit. Latency spans from when the n-bit

input  string is presented, till when the n-bit output string is stable. The ExtendFirstOne

circuit has no overhead delay, i.e. .

1.For simplicity, OR gates are shown in the figure. In practice, NANDs and NORs are used at alter-
nate levels of the logarithmic tree.
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(EQ. 6.1)

ExtendLastZero circuit. The ExtendLastZero circuit takes as input a n-bit string, scans

the string from the most significant (n-1)th bit to the least significant 0th bit, till the first 1

is found at the ith bit. The circuit then returns a n-bit string with zeroes from bits 0 to i, and

ones from bits i+1 to n-1. For instance, if the input string is an 8-bit string 01001100

(n=8), the ExtendLastZero circuit will scan from bit 7 to 0, find the first 1 at the 6th bit

(i=6), and return 10000000, an 8-bit string with zeroes from bits 0 to 6, and a one at bit 7.

The ExtendLastZero circuit can be derived using the ExtendFirstOne circuit. It feeds a

bit-reversed n-bit input to the ExtendFirstOne circuit, i.e., a n-bit string {n-1,n-2,.....1,0} is

input as {0,1,......n-2,n-1} to the ExtendFirstOne circuit. Thereafter, the output n-bit string

of the ExtendFirstOne circuit is complemented and then bit-reversed again to obtain the
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output n-bit string of the ExtendLastZero circuit. Using the same example 8-bit string

01001100, this is bit-reversed and fed as 00110010 to the ExtendFirstOne circuit, which

returns 11111110. This output string is complemented, resulting in 00000001. The final

output 8-bit string of the ExtendLastZero circuit is thus its bit-reversal: 10000000.

Figure 6.8 shows the ExtendLastZero circuit derived using the ExtendFirstOne circuit.

(EQ. 6.2) derives the effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay ( ) contributing

to the latency  of an ExtendLastZero circuit. Again, .

  (EQ. 6.2)

Figure 6.8: A n-bit ExtendLastZero circuit, built using a n-bit ExtendFirstOne circuit. The
input string is first bit-reversed before being fed into the ExtendFirstOne circuit. The output
of the ExtendFirstOne circuit is then complemented and bit-reversed to form the n-bit out-
put string of the ExtendLastZero circuit.
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UpdateBufferCount circuit. The UpdateBufferCount circuit is responsible for updating

the data buffer count of a virtual channel at a particular time t. Its inputs are debit signals

from each ExtendFirstOne circuit, indicating if the number of buffers of this output virtual

channel needs to be decremented at time t. It also receives a credit signal indicating con-

versely if the buffer count needs to be incremented. Given the s debit and 1 credit signals it

receives, the UpdateBufferCount circuit updates the current buffer count and returns 1 if

the resulting buffer count is zero, 0 otherwise.

A sketch of our design is shown in Figure 6.9. The number of debit signals is first

counted using a log-tree of adders, with the final count fed to the subtractor. The subtrac-

tor folds in the final debit count, and the carry-in credit to the current number of buffers. A

NOR gate then checks if the buffer count is zero, and returns the result.

Figure 6.9: A UpdateBufferCount circuit, with s debits, 1 credit.
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The effort delay ( ) and parasitic delay ( ) contributing to the

latency  of a n-bit adder are first derived. The design of a n-bit carry lookahead

adder1 is expressed in Figure 6.10. The critical path through the adder generates carry

propagate signals pi, then fans out to a n-input AND gate for the product of the pk terms

(realized in practice as a NOR) followed by a n+1-input OR gate for the summation terms

(realized in practice as a NAND) to generate the carry out signal. The derivation of

 is shown in (EQ. 6.3).

(EQ. 6.3)

1.Note that a divide-and-conquer design for the adder, where a 2-bit adder is made up of 2 1-bit 
adder, a 4-bit adder is made up of 2 2-bit adders, and so on,  may scale better for large n. In our use 
of the adder in the UpdateBufferCount circuit, n is affected by s, the number of schedulers, which is 
typically small. We hence chose the more efficient carry look-ahead design for the adder.
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With , we then derive , the latency of the UpdateBufferCount circuit, a

shown in (EQ. 6.4).

(EQ. 6.4)

Finally, the latency of the data scheduler, , is derived from , , ,

,  and  as shown in (EQ. 6.5). There is no overhead, thus .

Figure 6.10: Algorithm of a n-bit carry lookahead adder, which takes in two n-bit numbers
and returns their n-bit sum, and a carry out.
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(EQ. 6.5)

Data Input Scheduler. The delay of the data input scheduler is not on the critical path of

a flit-reservation router, as a control flit leaves for the next hop once it has reserved depar-

ture slots for its data flits. However, the delay of the data input scheduler determines how

tightly data flits can follow their control flit. The data input scheduler involves largely the

updating and accessing of the input scheduling state, which stores the arrival and depar-

ture times of incoming data flits, and the buffers they should reside in. We assume a sin-

gle-cycle delay for the data input scheduler. Thus, the earliest a data flit can depart a node

is a cycle after its control flit has left.

6.5  Effect of parameters on flit-reservation router pipelines
Speculative data scheduler. 

The delay of the speculative data scheduler in a flit-reservation router depends on

which path of circuitry is the critical path: The path through the speculative switch alloca-

tor, or the path through the update circuits for buffer counts. For all configurations

explored, we found that the speculative switch allocator lies along the critical path of the

data scheduler. Since bd affects just the path through the update circuits, its value is of lit-

tle consequence in the configurations we chose. We assume bd=8.

Figure 6.11 and 6.12 graph the effect of v and p on the delay of the speculative data

scheduler. We see that a speculative data scheduler of a router with 5 physical channels
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and 2 virtual channels per physical channel just barely fits within a 20 τ4 clock cycle and

for up to 32 virtual channels per physical channel, it can still fit within 2 clocks of 40 tau4.

The effect of p is less pronounced, with a flit-reservation router of up to 2 dimensions fit-

ting within 20 τ4, and higher-dimensional routers incuring more delay.

Next, the effect of scheduling horizon on the delay of a speculative data scheduler is

plotted in Figure 6.13. As we lengthen the scheduling horizon, we need to search over a

Figure 6.11: Effect of v on the delay of a speculative data scheduler in a flit-reservation
router.

Figure 6.12: Effect of p on the delay of a speculative data scheduler.
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longer time period to determine the earliest possible departure time. Thus, the delay of the

ExtendFirstOne circuit increases. Conversely, Figure 6.14 shows that as we increase s, the

number of schedulers (which is assumed to be equal to d, the number of data flits led by

each control flit), the delay of a speculative data scheduler decreases. This is because each

additional scheduler scans a portion of the scheduling horizon in parallel, thus reducing

Figure 6.13: Effect of scheduling horizon (hs) on the delay of a speculative data scheduler.

Figure 6.14: Effect of s, the number of schedulers per port, on the delay of a speculative
data scheduler.
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the overall delay. The effect of hs and s are both not significant, largely as the speculative

switch allocator is the module which contributes the most delay.

Speculative flit-reservation router pipelines. 

Figure 6.15 shows the pipelines prescribed by the proposed model for a speculative

flit-reservation router for a typical 20 τ4 clock. Our model shows that with speculation, a

flit-reservation router can squeeze within the same 3-stage pipeline as a wormhole router,

achieving the same router latency, for 2 virtual channels per physical channel. Thereafter,

for up to 32 virtual channels per physical channel, a speculative flit-reservation router

requires just one additional clock. Thus, by speculating and performing data scheduling in

parallel with virtual-channel allocation, a flit-reservation router does not add delay to a

virtual-channel router in most configurations.

Effect of speculation. We delve into the effect of speculation on flit-reservation router

pipelines by modelling the delay of a non-speculative data scheduler, . Here, we

assume that switch allocation is still speculatively performed with virtual-channel alloca-

tion, but that non-speculative data scheduling follows only after a virtual channel and a

switch port have been obtained.  will thus be the delay through the update buffer

count path, followed by delay through the ExtendFirstOne circuit, as shown in (EQ. 6.6).

(EQ. 6.6)
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Figure 6.16 graphs the effect of varying numbers of virtual channels on the delay of a

non-speculative data scheduler. Here, the delay of a data scheduler is much lower, and can

fit in a 20 τ4 pipeline stage for up to 16 virtual channels per physical channel, as it does

not include the delay of the speculative switch allocator that will run at the next pipeline

stage. 

Figure 6.15: Router pipelines for speculative flit-reservation routers.

Figure 6.16: Effect of v on the delay of a non-speculative data scheduler in a flit-reservation
router.
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However, even though its delay is lower, the data scheduler in a non-speculative flit-

reservation router depends on the output of the switch allocator, and cannot be ran in par-

allel. Thus, a non-speculative flit-reservation router requires longer pipelines, as shown in

Figure 6.17. For two to eight virtual channels per physical channel, a non-speculative flit-

reservation router requires 4 pipeline stages, one more than a wormhole router, and subse-

quently for up to 32 virtual channels per physical channel, a flit-reservation router can

only fit in a 5-stage pipeline.

6.6  Micro-architectural design issues
Input-buffered versus input and output-buffered control layer. Our flit-reservation

canonical architecture only buffers control flits on the input port. When it has scheduled

all its data flits, a control flit leaves the input controller for the control crossbar and heads

immediately through the wire for the next node. An alternative is to buffer control flits at

both input and output ports, with a data output scheduler placed at each output port,

instead of a global data scheduler. In this design, sketched in Figure 6.18, a control flit

traverses the control crossbar after it has secured switch passage from the switch allocator.

On reaching the output port of the control crossbar, a control flit then schedules its data

Figure 6.17: Router pipelines for a non-speculative flit-reservation router.
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flits with the data output scheduler. If there are other control flits awaiting data output

scheduling, the control flit gets buffered at the output port.

This design separates control and data switch arbitration. A control flit first goes

through control switch allocation to obtain passage through the control crossbar. Thereaf-

ter, data scheduling proceeds independently, reserving output channels of the data cross-

bar. This separation of control and data switch arbitration results in the need for global

Figure 6.18: An input and output-buffered flit-reservation router.

Figure 6.19: Atomic modules and dependencies of the input and output-buffered flit-reser-
vation router.
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data switch arbitration, as there is a possibility of two control flits from the same input port

scheduling their data flits to depart at the same time to different output ports. That is, there

is a possibility of contention for the input port of a data crossbar.

The modules and dependencies of this design are shown in Figure 6.19. Through

detailed gate-level design and analysis, we found that the critical path of this design is

much longer than the input-buffered design we adopted (requiring 6 pipeline stages

instead of 4 for pi=po=5, v=2, hs=32, d=2) due to the long string of dependencies.

Besides, we cannot speculate on the outcome of virtual-channel allocation and overlap it

with data output scheduling, since the data output scheduler is placed at the output port,

and can only be reached through a traversal of the control crossbar. Thus, for the above

parameters, this input and output-buffered design requires twice the number of pipeline

stages as the proposed speculative input-buffered design (which requires 3 pipeline stages

for the above parameters).

Switch allocation followed by data output scheduling or the other way around. 

The proposed design for the global data scheduler schedules in a separable fashion. In

the first phase of switch allocation, it first resolves the contention for switch input and out-

put ports. Next, the winners of switch allocation get to schedule their data flits. As with

most separable designs, this brings simplicity but sacrifices performance slightly.

The global data scheduler has three resources to schedule: control input ports, control

output ports, and data channels and buffers. The proposed approach, shown in Figure

6.20(a), first resolves the contention to control input ports (first stage of v:1 arbiters in the

switch allocator), next resolves the contention for control output ports (second stage of p:1

arbiters of the switch allocator), before the winner of these gets to reserve data channels

and buffers (hs total number of timeslots to examine) . The resources can be allocated in

the reverse order: to first resolve contention for the data channels and buffers, followed by
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removing conflicting schedules requiring the same output and input ports respectively, as

shown in Figure 6.20(b). In this design, the total pv requests to an output port are ORed

and the earliest departure time out of the hs slots found. Next, if there are multiple requests

for this departure time slot of this output port, the contention is resolved with a pv:1 arbi-

tration, followed by a v:1 arbiter which resolves the possible contention among the v vir-

tual channels of an input port. Yet another possible reordering is first resolve the

contention to control input ports with v:1 arbiters, then finding the earliest possible depar-

ture time of the pi requests to an output port by ORing the pi  requests and feeding that to a

ExtendFirstOne circuit. Thereafter, a p:1 arbiter resolves the possiblity of multiple output

ports scheduling departures at the same time slot. This design is sketched in Figure

6.20(c).

Both these alternative approaches will potentially result in a higher success rate for the

global data scheduler. However, they will also result in greater delay. Since the global data

Figure 6.20: Different orders in which resources are allocated in the global data scheduler,
together with their delay and complexity.
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scheduler is on the critical path of the router, we chose the simplest approach shown in

Figure 6.20(a) of a switch allocator followed by an ExtendFirstOne circuit per output port.

This approach also buys an additional advantage of being able to plug in any switch allo-

cator, not just separable ones.

Shared pool buffer count versus separate virtual channel buffer counts. In the pro-

posed canonical flit-reservation micro-architecture, the data output schedulers maintain

separate buffer counts for each output virtual channel. Instead, the data buffers can be

viewed as a shared pool, with a single buffer count kept for each output port. With this

scheme, however, deadlock may arise. Chapter 3 proposes two ways to address this while

keeping a shared pool: constraining bd, bc and d; or keeping d buffers dedicated to each

virtual channel, with the remaining (vbd - vd) buffers shared. The first method limits the

configurations of a flit-reservation method while the second method results in additional

delay in the UpdateBufferCount circuit. Instead of folding in just the debits and credits of

a single virtual channel, it now has to factor in the debits and credits of all v virtual chan-

nels in parallel. Also, the debits and credits need to be propagated through  v separate

buffer counts before the offset to the shared pool buffer count is known.

 These considerations led us to adopt the simpler approach of having separate buffer

counts for each virtual channel. This may negatively impact the performance of specula-

tive flit-reservation routers for non-uniform traffic, since a speculative request can only

schedule the departure of data flits when there are buffers available at every output virtual

channel.

Shared data buffer pool versus distinct buffer queues. While data buffer counts are

kept per virtual channel in the data output scheduler, there need not be distinct data buffer

queues First, data flits are not read in and out of the buffers in a queuing fashion, but are
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instead inserted and removed as per the reservations made by their control flits. Second,

there is no differentiation between data flits of different packets, as they contain solely

payload and do not hold virtual channel identifiers like their control counterparts. Each

data flit is treated similarly, forwarded or buffered according to the input reservation table,

and contains no tag to distinguish it from any other data flit. Hence, data buffers are phys-

ically organized as a single pool of buffers, with its read and write addresses decoded from

the input reservation table at each cycle, and no head and tail queue pointers need to be

maintained. The trade-offs between a shared buffer pool and distinct virtual-channel

queues are discussed in detail in [TamFra92]. 

Relative timestamps. Flit-reservation flow control relies on timestamps to mark events in

the protocol: the arrival of data flits, the scheduled departure times, the availability of

buffers and channels. These timestamps need to be set relative to the time at which they

will be sampled. For instance, the crucial arrival time stamp of a data flit, ta, needs to be

set relative to when the control flit carrying the timestamp arrives at a router, not when the

scheduling took place. For instance, if a control flit schedules its data flit to leave 10

cycles (td=10) from now, the data flit will leave the data input controller 10 cycles from

now, traverse the crossbar, say for 1 cycle, and through the data wire, before it arrives at

the next hop. Thus, the data flit may arrive 15 cycles from now if data crossbar delay is 1

cycle (tdx=1) and data propagation delay is 4 cycles (tp=4). On the other hand, the control

flit carrying the timestamp will traverse the control crossbar and through the control wire

before it arrives at the next hop. So, the control flit will arrive at the next hop 2 cycles

from now, if the control crossbar delay is 1 cycle (tcx=1) but the control wires are faster,

with a propagation delay of 1 cycle (tcp=1). Thus, the arrival timestamp needs to be set to

13, as the data flit will arrive 13 cycles after the control flit arrives. Essentially,

ta’=(td+tdx+tp)-(tcx+tcp).
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The arrival timestamps also need to be decremented every cycle while the control flit

is being buffered, so when it arrives at the data output scheduler, the correct relative

arrival timestamp is registered. If the data flit arrives before the control flit gets to sched-

ule it (ta becomes 0), the data output scheduler tries to find the earliest possible departure

time one cycle from now (td>0), since the closest a data flit can follow a control flit is a

cycle, the delay of the data input scheduler.

Just like the arrival timestamps, credits carrying the departure time of a data flit need

to adjust the timestamp relative to when the credits are received at the previous hop, so

buffer counts can be updated accurately across routers.

Synchronization. Because data flits are identified solely by their arrival times, it is criti-

cal that the routers at the two ends of the link have a common time reference. If the routers

operate mesochronously [DalPou98], this is not an issue as the timing of the two routers

remains synchronized with a fixed offset. With a pleisochronous link, however, it is neces-

sary to make the clock domain crossing in the middle of the input buffer. The input side of

the data input scheduler and buffer operates in the clock domain of the transmitting router

while the output side operates in the local clock domain. In this case, buffers must be held

for one extra cycle before releasing them to avoid buffer conflicts when the transmit clock

slips a cycle with respect to the local clock.

Each data output scheduler examines hs/s slots versus all hs slots.  In our proposed

design, the s data output schedulers examine different timeslots, with the scheduler for the

first data flit looking at times 1, 1+s, 1+2s, 1+3s, ... ; the scheduler for the second data flit

looking at times 2, 2+s, 2+2s, 2+3s, ... and so on. Thus, each data output scheduler looks

at hs/s slots. If we instead have each scheduler examining all hs slots, we run into the pos-

sibility of schedulers reserving the same departure time slot for multiple flits. Also, the
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delay and complexity of each data output scheduler will be greater, since it has to examine

more slots. For instance, with two schedulers, and a scheduling horizon of 32 cycles, each

data output scheduler just needs to scan 16 time slots.

While limiting each scheduler to hs/s slots may result in data flits not being scheduled

for the earliest possible departure, our design will not impact 0-load latency. When there is

almost no contention, all data output schedulers will schedule their data flits to leave at the

earliest time slot they examine. So, the first scheduler will schedule the data flit to leave 1

cycle from now, the second will schedule a departure time 2 cycles from now and so on.

At higher loads, although schedulers may end up reserving time slots which are not the

earliest possible, this will have little impact on overall network performance, as when the

network is facing high contention, the occupancy of buffers and channels is more impor-

tant than individual packet latency.

Expiring data arrival timestamps when data flits arrive before they are scheduled.

When a data reservation is made, the arrival time stamp ta is sent back to the data input

scheduler, so it can track the arrival of a data flit, and schedule its departure. But, at high

network load, a data flit may arrive before its control flit succeeds in scheduling its depar-

ture, i.e., ta=0 by the time the data flit is successfully scheduled. In which case, it becomes

necessary to know which buffer the data flit is waiting in, so the data input scheduler can

read that buffer and forward it to the data crossbar at its scheduled departure time. So,

within the router, there needs to be a way to associate control flits with the data flits they

lead when timestamps expire.

We resolved this by associating an ID with each control buffer. When a control flit

arrives, the ID of the control buffer it resides in is forwarded, together with ta, to the data

input controller. This ID is used to pinpoint the data buffer holding the data flit of interest,

so its buffer address can be stored in the BufferOut field of input scheduling state. So, if a
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data flit arrives before it has been scheduled, its assigned buffer number is stored and

indexed by the control flit’s ID. This is a small overhead since there are at most bc control

buffer IDs to keep track of.

6.7  Summary
This chapter delves into the details of implementing flit-reservation flow control. By

applying our proposed delay model, we derived a canonical micro-architecture for flit-res-

ervation routers, identified its critical path through dependency analysis, and formulated

parameterized delay equations for its modules through detailed gate-level design and anal-

ysis. With this model, designers can now readily analyze the delay and performance of

flit-reservation routers.  The model also demonstrates that a flit-reservation router can be

realized without excessive overhead.

As with virtual-channel routers, we similarly use speculation to shorten the critical

path of flit-reservation routers. By overlapping virtual-channel allocation with data sched-

uling, speculation enables a flit-reservation router to have the same pipeline latency as a

wormhole router.

We also discussed and explained our design decisions. Through our dependency anal-

ysis, we found that adopting an input-buffered micro-architecture for flit-reservation

results in fewer dependencies between modules, as compared to a micro-architecture

which buffers control flits at both input and output ports. We also explained the rationale

behind schedulers examining alternating slots in parallel, and how that does not impair

zero-load latency or throughput.
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Chapter 7

Performance Evaluation

There are three principal means of acquiring knowledge.... observation of 
nature, reflection, and experimentation. Observation collects facts; Reflec-
tion combines them; Experimentation verifies the result of that combina-
tion.

- Denis Diderot (1713 - 1784)

7.1  Introduction
While delay through a router is important, what’s more critical to a router architect is the

impact of router latency on overall network performance. This chapter thus delves into an

evaluation of the latency-throughput performance of networks constructed from the vari-

ous router designs proposed in this thesis: wormhole, virtual-channel, speculative virtual-

channel and flit-reservation routers.

Results of our simulations of wormhole and virtual-channel routers run counter to that

based on previous delay models. Previous models claim that the complexity of virtual-

channel flow control leads to high latency which overwhelms its throughput advantages

over wormhole flow control. Our simulations show otherwise. First, with 16 buffers per

input port, our experiments show a non-speculative virtual-channel router extending

throughput by a significant 50% over wormhole routers while incurring modest additional

latency of one more pipeline stage per router. In addition, speculative virtual-channel rout-

ers can have the same zero-load latency as wormhole routers, while extending its through-

put even further.

For flit-reservation flow control, our experiments affirm its ability to improve latency

and throughput beyond that of virtual-channel flow control. Flit-reservation flow control

is able to reduce zero-load latency either through sending of control flits in advance or the
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forwarding of control flits through fast wires of on-chip interconnects. In an on-chip net-

work with control wires 3 times faster than the data wires, a flit-reservation router cuts

zero-load latency to 30 cycles, 10 cycles lower than that of wormhole or speculative vir-

tual-channel routers. In an off-chip network, when control flits can be injected while the

data flits are being assembled from DRAM, flit-reservation flow control reduces latency

by up to 33%. Even when control flits cannot be injected in advance, speculation enables

flit-reservation networks to have the same zero-load latency as wormhole networks.

Our simulations also reflect the significant buffer savings of flit-reservation flow con-

trol. In most configurations where control flits are able to race ahead of data flits, flit-res-

ervation flow control is able to match or better the throughput performance of virtual-

channel flow control with twice the number of buffers. For instance, a flit-reservation net-

work can achieve 80% capacity with just 16 buffers per input port, while virtual-channel

flow control needs 32 buffers per input port.

Literature on interconnection networks commonly assumes the ‘unit-router-latency’

model. We simulated routers based on this assumption and compared that to routers based

on the realistic pipelines prescribed by our delay model. We found that for all types of

routers simulated, results based on the ‘unit-router-latency’ model is significantly optimis-

tic, underestimating zero-load latency by 125% and overestimating throughput by 33%.

These results indicate that accurate pipeline models are needed to get meaningful results

from network performance analyses and simulations.

The methodology guiding our simulations and evaluation is outlined in Section 7.2.

Section 7.3 next compares wormhole and virtual-channel routers, and Section 7.4 follows

with an exploration of the effect of speculation on virtual-channel router performance.

Section 7.5 presents the simulation results of flit-reservation routers, addressing various

design issues raised earlier. Simulations assuming unit router-latency are then compared
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with simulations based on our more realistic pipeline model in Section 7.6 and Section 7.7

summarizes our experimental findings.

7.2  Evaluation Methodology
Detailed Verilog code for wormhole, virtual-channel, speculative virtual-channel and

speculative flit-reservation routers based on the pipeline designs prescribed by the pro-

posed model was written and simulated to determine the latency-throughput performance

of these routers. We assume a typical clock cycle of 20τ4. The simulator generates uni-

formly distributed traffic1 across a 2-dimensional 8-by-8 mesh network to random desti-

nations. Each simulation is run for a warm-up phase of 1000 cycles with 10,000 packets

injected thereafter and the simulation continued till these packets in the sample space have

all been received, and their average latency calculated. Latency spans from when the first

flit of the packet is created, to when its last flit is ejected at the destination node, including

source queueing time and assuming immediate ejection. Packets are 5-flit long, consisting

of a head flit leading 4 data flits unless otherwise mentioned.

A constant-rate source injects packets at a percentage of the capacity of the network

throughout the simulation. Capacity of a network is arrived at by considering the bisection

bandwidth of the network. For random traffic, the nodes on the left of the bisection will

send packets to nodes on the right of the bisection 50% of the time. Hence, to saturate the

channels along the bisection of a k-ary n-cube mesh network, an L-flit packet should be

sent every  cycles. In the 8-by-8 mesh network (8-ary 2-cube) assumed in our

simulations, a 5-flit packet should be sent every 10 cycles to load the channels along the

bisection to their capacity.

Each router has 5 physical bidirectional channels (north, south, east, west, injection/

ejection) of width 32 bits (w=32) and propagation delay across control, data and credit

1.Uniformly distributed traffic was selected since we are comparing different flow control tech-
niques, which are relatively invariant to traffic patterns, unlike routing strategies.

0.5 k
2
--- L××
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channels is assumed to take a single cycle, unless otherwise mentioned. Credit-based flow

control is used to regulate the use of buffers in all routers. Since the purpose of our simula-

tions is to explore the performance of flow control techniques, we chose simple dimen-

sion-ordered routing, a  routing function, which is the most general possible for

deterministic routing.

With B buffers per input port, wormhole routers have a single queue of B buffers,

while virtual-channel routers with v virtual channels per physical channel have  buffers

per virtual channel. Flit-reservation routers have the same number of control and data

buffers, and the buffers are organized as in a virtual-channel router, with each of the v vir-

tual channels having  control buffers, and  data buffers (bc=bd= ). Scheduling hori-

zon, hs, is assumed to be 32 cycles, and a control flit leads at most 2 data flits (d=2) and

schedules both in parallel through the 2 data schedulers (s=d=2).

7.3  Performance of wormhole and virtual-channel routers
Figure 7.1 graphs the latency-throughput performance of wormhole and non-speculative

virtual-channel routers with different numbers of buffers per input port. As prescribed by

our delay model, the wormhole router can fit within a 3-stage pipeline, while the non-

speculative virtual-channel router with up to 4 VCs per input port needs an additional

stage, requiring 4 cycles per router. This difference is reflected in the lower zero-load

latency1 (29 cycles) obtained by the wormhole router, as compared to that of the virtual-

channel router (36 cycles)

However, by allowing active packets to overtake blocked packets using virtual chan-

nels, virtual-channel flow control is able to push throughput significantly. With 8 buffers

per input port and 2 virtual channels per physical channel, it extends the 45% capacity of a

wormhole router to 55% capacity. With 16 buffers per input port, it pushes the 50% capac-

1.Zero-load latency refers to the average packet latency when there is no contention in the network.

R p→

B
v
---

B
v
--- B

v
--- B

v
---
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Figure 7.1: Latency-throughput performance of wormhole and virtual-channel routers with
8, 16 and 128 flit buffers per input port.
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ity of a wormhole router to 70% capacity. Additional virtual channels result in even better

throughput, as having more virtual channels is akin to building more lanes on a traffic

highway, as it allows more packets to bypass blocked packets, improving overall through-

put. With 16 buffers and 4 VCs per input port, virtual-channel flow control improves

throughput by 50% over wormhole flow control.

To investigate the effect of the number of buffers on network throughput, we graphed

the performance of wormhole and virtual-channel routers with 128 flit buffers per input

port. Here, a wormhole router’s throughput hovers around 55% capacity, only a slight

improvement over the 50% capacity it attained with 16 buffers per input port. This is

because the head-of-line blocking in wormhole routers results in channels being the criti-

cal resource, not buffers. Packets are frequently blocked because the physical channel is

held by another packet, even when there are buffers available. As virtual-channel flow

control alleviates this with multiple virtual channels per physical channel, it is able to con-

tinue to extend throughput as the number of buffers increase, achieving 80% capacity.

7.4  Performance of speculative virtual-channel routers
As proposed in Chapter 4, speculation shortens the critical path of a virtual-channel router,

so that a speculative virtual-channel router with up to 4 virtual channels per physical chan-

nel fits within the same 3-stage pipeline as a wormhole router. Figure 7.2 shows the

latency-throughput performance of a speculative virtual-channel network, as compared

with wormhole and non-speculative virtual-channel networks. With 8 flit buffers per input

port, the zero-load latency of a speculative VC network is 30 cycles, slightly higher than

the 29-cycle zero-load latency of the wormhole network. This is because the 4 buffers per

VC do not sufficiently cover the 5-cycle credit loop.1 With more buffers, the speculative

1.The 5-cycle credit loop consists of a 3-cycle router pipeline, combined with a cycle of propaga-
tion delay and another cycle of credit propagation delay.
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Figure 7.2: Performance of speculative flit-reservation routers as compared to wormhole
and speculative VC routers with 8, 16 and 128 buffers per input port.
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virtual-channel network successfully matches the zero-load latency of the wormhole net-

work.

In addition, speculation nudges the throughput of a virtual-channel network, from 55%

capacity to 60% capacity for 8 buffers per input port, and 72.5% to 75% capacity for 16

buffers per input port. The shorter pipeline of a speculative virtual-channel router enables

it to turn-around buffers more quickly and extend throughput. In a non-speculative virtual-

channel router, a buffer is left idle for at least 6 cycles (4 cycles of router pipeline latency,

1 cycle of data propagation delay and 1 cycle of credit delay) in-between usage. In a spec-

ulative virtual-channel router, this is reduced to 5 cycles, improving buffer utilization and

throughput.

With 128 buffers per input port, though speculation continues to improve latency and

throughput, additional virtual channels seem to reap little benefit for speculative virtual-

channel routers. This points to the possibility that buffers are now the critical resource of

the network, not channels. To test this conjecture, we monitored the occupancy of a buffer

queue in the middle of the 8-by-8 mesh network1 at 95% capacity, and found that the 128-

flit queue is only kept 40% full on average with 2 VCs. With 4 VCs, the queue is still only

41% of its capacity. So, the slow buffer turnaround of virtual-channel routers now

becomes the bottleneck of the network, resulting in buffers not being efficiently utilized.

7.5  Performance of flit-reservation routers

7.5.1  Latency-throughput performance
The latency-throughput performance of a flit-reservation network is compared with that of

wormhole and speculative virtual-channel routers in Figure 7.3. Here, control flits are

injected at the same instant as their data flits, assuming they cannot be sent in advance.

Speculation enabled the zero-load latency of a flit-reservation router to approach that of

1.The specific buffer queue we monitored is the west buffer queue of router (4,4).
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Figure 7.3: Performance of speculative flit-reservation routers, as compared to speculative
virtual-channel and wormhole routers, with 16, 32 and 128 buffers.
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wormhole and speculative virtual-channel routers -- it incurs one additional cycle, with a

zero-load latency of 30 cycles, as data flits trail control flits by a pipeline stage of input

data scheduling. In addition, flit-reservation is able to extend throughput. With 16 buffers

per input port, it pushes throughput to 80% capacity, beyond the 70% capacity achieved

by a speculative virtual-channel router. With 32 buffers per input port, it continues to push

throughput to 90% capacity.

This improvement in throughput is due to the faster buffer re-use in flit-reservation

flow control. The buffer savings enjoyed by flit-reservation flow control is evident as a

16-buffer flit-reservation router can attain the same throughput as a speculative virtual-

channel router with twice the number of buffers. And with 32 buffers per input port, the

throughput enjoyed by flit-reservation flow control is beyond that of a speculative VC

router with 64 buffers per input port.

As mentioned earlier, with 128 buffers per input port, virtual-channel flow control’s

slow buffer turnaround results in the buffers being underutilized, and only kept at 40%

occupancy. We tracked the same buffer pool in the flit-reservation network, and found that

in contrast, 93% of the buffers are occupied on average. Thus, as flit-reservation flow con-

trol is able to continue using large numbers of buffers efficiently, it could continue to push

throughput, achieving 95% capacity in network throughput with 128 buffers per input

port.

7.5.2  Effect of lead time on flit-reservation performance
For flit-reservation flow control to extend throughput beyond virtual-channel flow control,

it is crucial that its control flits are able to run sufficiently ahead of data flits, so credits can

be returned in advance, and buffers re-scheduled and re-used quickly. In an off-chip net-

work without fast control wires, the control network needs to saturate at a higher load than

the data network, so control flits can dash ahead of data flits when the data network is
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crawling. This is achieved in our example network by having a control flit leading 2 data

flits, effectively almost halving the load on the control network.1

Figure 7.4: With 2 virtual channels and 8 data buffers per input port, control flits of the flit-
reservation network cannot run sufficiently ahead of their data flits. It thus cannot improve
throughput over a virtual-channel network.

Figure 7.5: With 10 buffers per input port, flit-reservation flow control can now push
throughput beyond that of virtual-channel flow control, as its control flits are able to race
ahead of their data flits.

1.More accurately, a 5-flit data packet is led by a 3-flit control packet, as the head control flit only 
leads a single data flit. The load on the control network is thus 60% that on the data network.
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However, with just 8 data buffers per input port, control flits cannot run ahead at full

speed, since they need at least 10 data buffers (5-cycle control credit loop, with 2 data flits

scheduled per cycle). As a result, as shown in Figure 7.4, flit-reservation cannot extend

throughput beyond that of a speculative virtual-channel network.

We tracked the average lead time of control flits, i.e. how much earlier control flits

arrive at their destinations, as compared to the data flits they lead, and found that in this

configuration, control flits are only leading their data flits by 6 cycles at the saturation

capacity of 60%. On the other hand, with 10 buffers per input port (Figure 7.5) allowing

the control network to run at full speed, near saturation, control flits arrive at destinations

23 cycles ahead of their data flits on average. This explains the huge difference in through-

put -- 80% capacity with 10 buffers per input port, as compared to 60% capacity with 8.

When the leadtime is large, there is sufficient time to allow other control flits to reuse the

buffers freed in advance. Buffers can thus be quickly re-used and throughput improves.

Similarly, if we shorten the router pipeline to a 2-cycle pipeline, so that 8 data buffers

can now cover the credit loop, flit-reservation flow control is now able to push throughput

Figure 7.6: Performance of speculative VC and FR routers with 8 buffers per input port, and
a 2-stage router pipeline. Here, control flits are able to race ahead and schedule resources
in advance, pushing throughput.
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from 60 to 70% capacity (see Figure 7.6). Note that a 2-cycle router pipeline is realizable

when source routing or look-ahead routing [Gal96] is used.

The effect of credit loop on the lead time of control flits, and the overall network

throughput is explored further, by artificially lengthening the pipeline of a flit-reservation

router to 4 stages. Now, 10 data buffers do not sufficiently cover the credit loop of 6 cycles

and the control network cannot run at full capacity. Figure 7.6 shows that flit-reservation

flow control is still able to extend throughput to that achievable by virtual-channel flow

control only with twice the number of buffers. However, now, the control flits’ lead time

over data flits at saturation is only 10 cycles. So, in this case, through the control network

cannot run at full speed, the 10-cycle lead time of control flits is still sufficient for it to

recycle buffers quickly and extend throughput.

7.5.3  Control flits sent in advance
The previous experiments inject control flits at the same instant as data flits, resulting in

speculative flit-reservation routers turning in the same zero-load latency as wormhole and

speculative VC routers. However, one of the key benefits of flit-reservation flow control is

Figure 7.7: Performance of speculative VC and FR routers with 10 buffers per input port,
and a longer 4-stage router pipeline and credit loop.
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that it enables control flits to be injected in advance of data flits, when the destination and

packet length are known ahead of time. 

For instance, in response to a read request, a control flit can be sent once the status of

the memory request is known. For instance, if the memory read request is a row miss, the

request will incur latency precharging, accessing the row and column, and transferring the

data back to the requestor. For a 100MHz SDRAM which has a latency of 10 cycles upon

a row miss [CJDM99], control flits can be injected 10 cycles before data flits, reducing

network latency by 10 cycles. Figure 7.8 graphs the performance of a speculative flit-res-

ervation router where the control flits are injected 10 cycles in advance. Here, the flit-res-

ervation network lowers zero-load latency to 20 cycles, 10 cycles lower than that of a

wormhole router (a 33% improvement), while maintaining the throughput advantage.

7.5.4  On-chip network with fast control wires
As mentioned in Chapter 5, flit-reservation flow control can be applied to on-chip inter-

connects. In these networks, control flits can be sent via fast wires, allowing them to arrive

at each hop, go through routing, arbitration and set up the crossbar switch appropriately

Figure 7.8: Performance of a speculative flit-reservation router where control flits are
injected 10 cycles in advance of data flits, resulting in lower latency.
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before the data flits arrive. Given our assumption of a 3-stage router pipeline, we modelled

an on-chip network with control wires 3 times faster than data wires. Hence, the data prop-

agation delay is 3 cycles, while the control propagation delay is 1. This will allow the con-

trol flits just sufficient time to set up the data crossbar switch before data flits arrive. 

We modified our Verilog simulators to incorporate the longer data propagation delay

of this network, and Figure 7.9 shows the performance of wormhole, speculative virtual-

channel and flit-reservation routers in this network. Both wormhole and speculative VC

routers turn in a zero-load latency of 40 cycles, while a speculative flit-reservation router

reduces that to 30 cycles. This is because data flits need no longer go through routing and

Figure 7.9: With fast on-chip wires, flit-reservation flow control is able to reduce zero-load
latency from 40 to 30 cycles, even when control flits are injected at the same instant as data
flits. The routers are shown running on a network where data propagation delay is 3 cycles,
and control wires are 3 times faster, with a delay of one cycle.

Figure 7.10: How a control flit is able to hide decision latency (shaded in gray) from the
data flits such that data flits only incur the data crossbar (DXB) and propagation (P) delays.
The control flits flow through the router pipeline consisting of routing (R), virtual-channel
and data scheduling (DS) and crossbar traversal (XB) stages, followed by the control wire
(CP). In our example on-chip network, tp=3 and tcp=1. 
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arbitration at each node in flit-reservation flow control. These are done by the control flits

in advance, effectively hiding the routing and arbitration decision latency at each node.

Figure 7.10 illustrates how a control flit hides the decision pipeline stages from the datap-

ath.

In addition, flit-reservation flow control is able to push the throughput of the network

to about 80% capacity, beyond the 50% capacity of a wormhole network, and the 70%

capacity of the virtual-channel network.

With 8 data buffers per input port, and a 2-stage pipeline (assuming source or look-

ahead routing), flit-reservation flow control is able to push network throughput from 55%

capacity to 70% capacity, a 27% improvement (Figure 7.11). It is evident that while flit-

reservation flow control consistently matches or betters the throughput level of virtual-

channel flow control with half the buffers, the effect of buffer savings on throughput var-

ies. In an on-chip interconnect, the slower data wires result in a longer credit loop for vir-

tual-channel flow control. This leads to slow buffer turnaround and lower network

throughput. For the same configuration, in an off-chip network, virtual-channel flow con-

Figure 7.11: On an on-chip interconnect, flit-reservation flow control with 8 buffers per
input port is able to extend throughput by 27%, again matching the throughput of virtual-
channel flow control with just half the number of buffers.
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trol could achieve 60% capacity (see Figure 7.6). Here, it could only attain 55% capacity.

For flit-reservation flow control, the longer data propagation delay on an on-chip network

does not affect its throughput, since it is able to turnaround buffers quickly regardless,

with sufficient lead time. Thus, in both configurations, flit-reservation flow control is able

to achieve 70% capacity, and in an on-chip network, the effect of buffer savings on net-

work throughput is more significant.

Figure 7.12: Performance of wormhole, speculative virtual-channel and flit-reservation net-
works with 21-flit packets.
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7.5.5  Effect of packet length
Figure 7.12 shows the performance of routers with longer 21-flit packets consisting of

a head flit leading 20 data flits. With 16 data buffers per input port, a wormhole router sat-

urates at about 50% capacity, while a speculative virtual-channel router extends that to

60% capacity. Flit-reservation flow control pushes it a little further to 65% capacity,

equivalent to the throughput achievable by virtual-channel flow control with twice the

number of buffers. With 64 data buffers per input port, flit-reservation flow control simi-

larly attains the same throughput as virtual-channel flow control with half the buffers.

However, it seems that flit-reservation’s advantage in buffer utilization is tempered

with longer packets, with smaller improvements in throughput. This is because when a

packet is blocked, all its data flits stall and continue to hold onto their buffers. Thus, the

longer the packets, the more contention there is for channels and buffers. We tracked the

average number of cycles data flits spend stalling in their buffers, and found that with 21-

flit packets, the waiting time is 9 cycles, almost twice that with 5-flit packets.1 Hence,

although flit-reservation flow control uses buffers more efficiently, it is unable to turn-

around buffers when many of them are actually held due to blocking.

7.5.6  Effect of scheduling horizon
Figure 7.13 shows the performance of a flit-reservation network where the scheduling

horizon is 64 cycles, and compares that with a flit-reservation network with half the sched-

uling horizon at 32 cycles. The scheduling horizon of a flit-reservation router determines

how far ahead control flits can be relative to the data flits they lead. It seems reasonable

that the further ahead control flits can be, the earlier credits can be returned, and the higher

the probability for released buffers to be re-used immediately. With 64 buffers per input

1.We compared the average waiting time of data flits just before saturation capacity for virtual-
channel routers. At this point, packets are being blocked as a result of the congestion inherent in the 
traffic, and not because the network is unable to handle the load. For 5-flit packets, the average 
waiting time is collected at 70% capacity, while for 21-flit packets, the average waiting time is col-
lected at 60% capacity. The routers have 2 VCs with 8 buffers each.
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port, the flit-reservation network with the longer scheduling horizon is able to push

throughput further, to 90% capacity, as compared to the virtual-channel network with the

same number of buffers which saturates at 80% capacity. The reason is that control flits

are able to race further ahead. With a 64-cycle scheduling horizon, control flits are leading

data flits by 53 cycles on average at their destinations, up from the 26-cycle lead they gain

with a scheduling horizon of 32 cycles.

Figure 7.13: Effect of scheduling horizon on flit-reservation routers, comparing routers
with a 64-cycle scheduling horizon versus routers with a 32-cycle scheduling horizon.
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However, a larger lead time does not always translate to greater throughput. With just

16 buffers per input port, although the control flits of the network with the 64-cycle sched-

uling horizon is able to dash 46 cycles ahead of their data flits (instead of 24 cycles of lead

time with a 32-cycle scheduling horizon), the network still saturates at 65% capacity.

Here, a 24-cycle lead time is already sufficient for quick recycling of the buffers and a

larger lead time doesn’t help.

7.6  Realistic pipelines vs. unit-router-latency assumption
Most published research compares the performance of different router designs assum-

ing single-cycle router latency, without taking into account implementation complexity

and cost. This results in inaccuracies in both zero-load latency, since the differences in

pipeline latencies are not accounted for, and in saturation throughput, because it assumes

faster buffer turnaround.

To quantify this effect, we simulated wormhole, virtual-channel and flit-reservation

routers with single-cycle router latency on a cycle-accurate “C” simulator, and compared

the findings with our Verilog simulations using realistic pipelines. All other experimental

parameters of the “C” simulator are identical to that of the Verilog simulator. The results

are shown in Figure 7.14. With the unit-router-latency assumption, all routers have the

same zero-load latency of 16 cycles. With the more accurate simulations based on our

pipeline model, we show increased delays for all cases and reflect the larger pipeline delay

of the non-speculative virtual-channel router (resulting in a zero-load latency of 36 cycles

instead of 16 cycles).

The effect of pipeline latency on throughput is also apparent. With 16 buffers per input

port, a single-cycle VC router achieves 75% capacity, while a realistic VC router attains a

lower 70% capacity. The effect of pipeline latency on throughput is more dramatic when

the routers have fewer buffers (8 data buffers per input port), with the unit-router-latency
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assumption greatly overestimating throughput for WH, VC, and FR routers. With fewer

buffers per input port, the routers are largely stalling as a result of insufficient buffers.

Thus, a realistic pipeline exposes the slow buffer turnaround of a virtual-channel router.

The low throughput of flit-reservation flow control when its control flits cannot get ahead

of data flits (Section 7.5.2) would also have easily gone undetected with the unit-router-

latency assumption.

Figure 7.14: Performance of routers modelled using the proposed pipeline model, as com-
pared to that using the unit-router-latency model, where per-hop router latency is assumed
to be a single cycle regardless of implementation complexity and cost.
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Note that the throughput of a single-cycle wormhole router is the least affected when

realistic pipelines are accounted for. This is because a wormhole router is largely saturated

due to insufficient channels, not buffers. Thus, faster or slower buffer turnaround has little

impact on throughput.

7.7  Summary
Some conclusions drawn from our simulations are contrary to prior work. First, unlike

previous models, our simulations show that virtual-channel flow control is able to improve

throughput dramatically over wormhole flow control, while maintaining the same zero-

load latency with the use of speculation. Also, while current research frequently assumes a

single cycle of router latency when comparing routers, it is clear from our experiments

that realistic pipelines have to be used when evaluating router performance. Otherwise,

significant inaccuracies can result.

Our simulations also affirm the advantages of flit-reservation flow control. First,

experiments show that routing and arbitration latency can be effectively hidden, reducing

overall network latency by up to 33%. Second, the fast buffer turnaround of flit-reserva-

tion flow control is shown to result in significant buffer savings, enabling flit-reservation

flow control to meet or surpass the throughput of virtual-channel flow control with half

the number of buffers.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Still round the corner there may wait,
A new road or a secret gate.

- J. R. R. Tolkien

The primary contribution of this thesis is the development of flit-reservation flow control,

a flow control protocol where data flits are led by control flits, and the control flits traverse

the network ahead of data flits, reserving channel and buffer resources in advance dynam-

ically. By reserving resources in advance, flit-reservation flow control is able to eliminate

routing and arbitration decision latency, reducing network latency. Reserving buffers in

advance also allows buffers to be reused immediately after they are released, resulting in

high buffer utilization and thus high network throughput.

This thesis also develops a delay model which estimates router pipeline delay using

parameterized equations derived through detailed gate-level design and analysis. With this

model, router architects and designers can more realistically evaluate and compare the

performance of different router microarchitectures. The model is used to demonstrate the

effectiveness of a micro-architectural technique, speculation, in reducing the pipeline

delay of both virtual-channel and flit-reservation routers.

8.1  Thesis summary
In this thesis, we explore flow control and micro-architectural mechanisms for extending

the performance of interconnection networks. We develop flit-reservation flow control,

where network buffers and channels are reserved in advance by control flits, on behalf of

the data flits they lead. This prior reservation determines if data flits should be buffered or

forwarded when they arrive. Reserving resources ahead of time yields two advantages.
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First, control flits can be injected in advance when the destination is known before data is

ready. Routing and arbitration can then be performed in advance, reducing network

latency to the minimal wire delay. Second, reserving buffers in advance allows buffers to

be immediately reused, unlike previous flow control methods which leave buffers idle in

between usage. Immediate buffer reuse improves buffer utilization and enables flit-reser-

vation flow control to extend network throughput.

Control flits lead data flits using timestamps that indicate the relative arrival time of

each data flit. With these timestamps, control flits schedule the earliest possible departure

time for their data flits. They accomplish this with the help of reservation tables, which

store the status of output channels and buffers from the present to the scheduling horizon.

With these tables, the control flits can identify when a channel will be available for its data

flit, and when a buffer will be available at the next hop to house this data flit when it

arrives. Thus, the movements of the data flits are completely orchestrated by their control

flits.

By applying the router delay model we proposed to flit-reservation flow control, we

derived a detailed router micro-architecture, and verified that the protocol can be imple-

mented without excessive overhead. Simulations based on realistic pipelines affirm that

flit-reservation flow control is able to hide routing and arbitration latency, reducing net-

work latency by up to 33%, to the minimal wire delay. Also, our experiments show flit-

reservation flow control achieving high buffer utilization, keeping buffers 93% full on

average, as compared to virtual-channel flow control, which keeps buffers 40% full. This

results in flit-reservation flow control being able to match or better the throughput of vir-

tual-channel flow control with half the number of buffers.

The simulations are based on pipelines prescribed by our proposed delay model. Our

proposed model takes as input the clock cycle time and router parameters and outputs a

suitable router pipeline. Router delay is estimated using parameterized delay equations
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derived through detailed gate level design and analysis. We contrast our model with previ-

ous models, highlighting where previous models’ assumptions differ from reality.

With this model, we show how speculation can be used to shorten the critical path of

routers. By arbitrating for physical and virtual channels simultaneously, speculation

enables the delay of flit-reservation and virtual-channel routers to be the same as that of

wormhole routers. Thus, contrary to the findings of previous models, our model shows

that virtual-channel flow control is able to improve network throughput by up to 40% over

wormhole flow control, while maintaining the same zero-load latency.

Also, while the unit-router-latency assumption is frequently adopted in literature, our

experiments show that the assumption results in huge inaccuracies. When compared to the

realistic pipelines prescribed by our model, experiments assuming a single cycle of router

latency quote 125% lower network latency and 33% higher network throughput. We

hence conclude that realistic router pipelines should be used when comparing different

router designs.

8.2  Future directions
As technology scales, routers will operate with higher clock rates and shorter cycle times.

Existing router designers have been relying on pipelining to alleviate this design con-

straint, leading to routers with deeper and deeper pipelines. This thesis demonstrates the

adverse impact that deep pipelines can bring -- longer pipelines result in longer network

delay and lower network throughput due to slower buffer turnaround. Thus, as clocks get

tighter, router architects cannot continue leveraging pipelining, or performance will suffer.

Future flow control protocols have to overcome the impact of long pipeline delays on

network performance. This thesis has shown how advance reservation of network

resources is able to alleviate the impact of pipeline delays on network latency and

throughput. Prior knowledge allows a router to prepare and reserve passage for a message
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ahead of time, eliminating decision latency. Prior knowledge also allows a router to know

when a buffer will be released, and reuse it immediately after it is vacated. Thus, advance-

reservation architectures are required to mitigate the adverse impact of deep pipelining on

network performance.

While flit-reservation flow control demonstrates how advance knowledge can be

leveraged for efficient buffer and channel utilization, it leaves unanswered how much fur-

ther performance can be raised. If we have complete advance knowledge of the network

traffic, what is the best possible performance we can achieve? Establishing such a yard-

stick will allow us to measure the potential of advance-reservation router architectures.

The ever-tightening cycle time constraint faced by router architects demands new

micro-architectures too. Future micro-architectures have to explore new avenues beyond

simple pipelining. In this thesis, we demonstrate how speculation can be used to shorten

router pipelines. Speculation enables routers to optimistically execute router functions in

parallel, squeezing more functionality into a single clock cycle. Future micro-architectures

will have to carry this further as cycle times get tighter.

Throughout this thesis, our focus is on network performance. While this is the pre-

dominant concern for interconnection network designers, other factors such as area and

power dissipation may pose severe constraints in some applications. Thus, a realistic

router model should not just provide delay estimates, but also area and power estimates.

Similarly, though this thesis demonstrated the strengths of flit-reservation flow control

taking into account router delay, its cost in terms of area and power remains to be evalu-

ated. Building a prototype of a flit-reservation router will allow these to be culled accu-

rately.

Digital systems are placing ever more demanding requirements on their network fab-

rics -- multiprocessors are gearing towards petaflops processing; Internet routers have to

handle hundreds of terabits per second in the future; and I/O interconnects have to handle
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Gb/s and even Tb/s bandwidth. This pushes interconnection network designers to continue

pushing the latency-throughput envelope, amidst tighter design constraints, developing

new mechanisms for extending network performance, so as to improve overall system per-

formance.
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